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Abstract
Though opinions are still divided over the specific choices of technology for
smart grid, there is a consensus that heterogeneous communications network
is most appropriate. Power line communication (PLC) is promising because
it is readily available and it aligns with the natural topology of power dis-
tribution network. One of the emerging realities is that the communication
system enabling smart grid must be energy-efficient. This thesis employs a
cross-layer approach to address energy efficiency of PLC networks in different
smart grid scenarios.
At network layer, this work exploits the topology of a PLC-enabled ad-
vanced metering infrastructure (AMI) to improve the probability of successful
packet delivery across the network. The technique, termed AMI clustering,
leverages the traditional structure of the low voltage (LV) network by organ-
ising the smart meters into clusters and locally aggregating their readings.
Improvement in packet delivery inherently reduces energy wastage.
Next, the adaptation layer exploits the low data rate transmission tech-
niques to reduce the energy requirements of PLC nodes. To achieve that, this
work developed a network model in NS-3 (an open-source network simulator)
that considers PLC transceivers as resource-constrained devices and intercon-
nects them to emulate home energy management system (HEMS). The model
was validated with experimental results which showed that in the home area
network (HAN), low-rate applications such as energy management can be
supported over low-power PLC networks.
Furthermore, at physical layer, this thesis proposes a more energy-efficient
multi-carrier modulation scheme than the orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) used in most of the current PLC systems. OFDM is widely
10
known for its high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) which degrades en-
ergy efficiency of the systems. This thesis found that by employing vector-
OFDM (V-OFDM), power requirements of PLC transmitter can be reduced.
The results also showed the energy efficiency can be further improved by
using a dynamic noise cancellation technique such as dynamic peak-based
threshold estimation (DPTE) at the receiver.
By applying the proposed methods, packet delivery can be improved by
3% at network layer (which conserves energy) and reduced data rate can save
about 2.6014 dB in transmit power. Finally, at physical layer, V-OFDM and
DPTE can respectively provide 5.8 dB and 2.1 dB reduction in power require-
ments of the PLC transceivers. These signify that if V-OFDM is combined
with DPTE, future PLC modems could benefit from energy-efficient power
amplifiers at reduced cost.
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The energy industry is in the centre of an unprecedented transformation.Although the challenges are enormous, so are the opportunities. Devel-
opment of smart grid represents a giant leap towards an intelligent, secure
and sustainable energy future. However, it requires intellectual horsepower,
new initiatives from stakeholders and cross-sectoral integration between en-
ergy and ICT. The last few decades witnessed proliferation of communication
technologies, a fundamental design choice in smart grid is whether the en-
abling communication system will be based on wireless or wireline technol-
ogy.
PLC has made remarkable strides to emerge as a candidate technology
for smart grid and other cyberphysical systems [6]. Although smart grid
will be supported by heterogeneous set of communications systems [7,8], one
of the main advantages of PLC is that the electric cables are readily avail-
able which reduces the cost of communication and further simplifies the net-
work management. A shared requirement among smart grid applications is
that the enabling communication network must consistently provide error-
free transmissions. However, given that power cables were not custom-made
for communication, they pose severe challenges to data signals [9–11]. In
particular, impedance, noise and attenuation vary with time, location and
frequency, hence they are highly unpredictable [10, 12]. Other challenges in-
clude frequency selectivity and multi-pathing. These factors degrade system
performance in terms of achievable throughput, bit-error rate (BER), latency,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver and can also impact the power re-
quirements of the PLC system.
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1.1 Motivation
To address the multitude of challenges confronting the power grid, integra-
tion of two-way communication systems has been identified as a critical ele-
ment. Although PLC has evolved in terms of standardisation and use-cases
including smart grid applications over the last two decades, there are new
indications that energy efficiency is crucial for the underlying communication
systems. Unlike other aspects of PLC such as channel characterisation and
noise modelling, energy efficiency of PLC system has not received much at-
tention so far. This issue can be investigated with practical and information
theoretic approaches [13]. To manage power requirements of PLC systems, a
variety of techniques has been proposed, such as distributed space-time block
coding [14], opportunistic decode-and-forward (DF) relaying [15], resource
allocation optimisation [13] and incremental DF relaying [16]. Recently, [17]
and [18] considered energy harvesting at the relay nodes in a cooperative PLC
network. Both studies concluded that energy efficiency of the system can be
remarkably improved if PLC nodes are capable of harvesting the unwanted
high energy of the non-Gaussian noise present in the power line channel.
In terms of experimental studies, [19] reported that in a DF relay-assisted
PLC network, energy efficiency can be improved by optimal time allocation
in the relaying scheme. A recent measurement campaign across six European
countries [20], concluded that static power consumption in PLC networks can
be reduced by deploying DF multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) relays.
Further experiments with the MIMO PLC devices [21] revealed that although
energy consumption is mostly dominated by static power, dynamic power
can be up to 50% in some modems, with the average being 40%. Within the
dynamic power, it was also observed that data reception consumes less energy
than transmission by 20-25%.
It can be inferred from those studies that energy optimisation in PLC can
be addressed in a variety of ways including optimised transceiver design and
advanced signal processing. The key motivation for this work is therefore the
possibility to explore these areas and develop new energy-efficient techniques
for PLC systems.
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1.2 Research Objectives
This thesis investigates and proposes techniques that can aid energy efficiency
in PLC systems. In designing the system components, a combination of mod-
elling, measurements, experimentation and numerical analysis is required. To
fulfill this mandate, it is necessary to test the proposed systems components
on a layer-by-layer basis. In view of that, the optimisation of energy discussed
in this thesis is carried out at three layers of the transmission control protocol
(TCP)/Internet protocol (IP) stack; namely network, adaptation1 and physical
(PHY).
• At the network layer, part of this work investigates the topology of LV
distribution network and considers clustering of smart meters in the
neighbourhood area network (NAN) into smaller sub-networks to im-
prove efficiency of data transmission.
• At the adaptation layer, the second part of this thesis investigates energy
optimisation by considering a HAN where devices are constrained to
transmit at low data rate in order to save energy. This approach is based
on the premise that power consumption in PLC modems is a function
of traffic load [21, 22], hence reduction in data rate invariably reduces
power consumption.
• The third piece of work exploits advanced signal processing techniques
for modulation and dynamic noise cancellation method at PHY layer to
reduce the energy requirements of PLC transceivers.
1.3 Key Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are outlined below.
• By intelligently altering the communication network configuration over
the LV power lines, it is shown that communication between smart me-
ters and utility network can be enhanced in terms of coverage and reli-
ability which impact on energy requirements.
1The adaptation layer sits between data-link and network layer to provide the fragme-
nation and reassembly required between constrained PLC and convention IPv6-capable net-
works (RFC 4944)
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• Demonstration of low-power PLC network for energy management net-
works suitable for customer premises such as homes, offices and small
industrial facilities. A part of this thesis provides strong evidence that
in-building monitoring and control application can be suitably sup-
ported by the proposed low-power PLC network model since they typi-
cally require low data rates. This outcome can potentially open up new
opportunities in building management services for home and industrial
users.
• Symbol vectorisation in multi-carrier modulation system. This approach
allows a smart trade-off between complexity and energy-efficiency in
PLC transceivers by taking advantage of the vector blocks in vector
OFDM to support variable inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) size.
This brings new flexibility to the design of future PLC systems for smart
grid applications without loosing the fundamental benefits of OFDM as
a multi-carrier scheme.
• Proposal of a more efficient impulsive noise cancellation technique. The
proposed method determines signal peaks based on the values received
from the transmitter-side and does not require detailed measurement of
noise characteristics at the receiver. Unlike the typical blanking meth-
ods, shifting peak measurement to the transmitter-side can reduce the
effects of transmitter-receiver unbalanced complexity in systems design.
It is believed that the next few years will witness rapid actualisation of many
smart grid applications over power lines. These results can lead to improved
packet routing and more efficient PLC transceivers at reduced cost.
1.4 Thesis Organisation
The remaining part of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a
general background to this thesis. It covers a brief literature review on smart
grid and its applications, power line channel and noise. Numerical analyses
of widely-used channel characterisation and noise modelling techniques are
also provided and the chapter ends with a brief review of energy efficiency
in PLC systems. In chapter 3, efficient PLC network topology for clustered
AMI is discussed. In this chapter, rather than direct transmission from smart
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meters to the concentrator, the meters are reorganised into clusters and a lo-
cal aggregator is introduced within each cluster. With this approach, network
coverage and packet delivery can be enhanced, both of which positively im-
pact energy consumption.
Chapter 4 demonstrates low-power PLC networks for monitoring and con-
trol applications in HEMS. This chapter describes the network model devel-
oped in NS-3 and the experimental testbed used for validating simulation
results and includes all system parameters used in the study. In chapter 5,
energy efficiency is addressed with two complimentary approaches; use of V-
OFDM for multi-carrier modulation and application of a dynamic noise miti-
gation technique at the receiver. In the chapter, performance of the proposed
V-OFDM is compared with conventional OFDM on one hand while DPTE is
compared with typical noise cancellation techniques such as conventional op-
timal blanking (COB) on the other, highlighting the performance gain in both
cases. In chapter 6, the main conclusions of the various pieces of work in this
thesis are discussed. The thematic organisation of this thesis is presented in
Figure 1.1. It should be noted that Chapters 3, 4 and 5 address the energy
optmisation at network, adaptation and physical layers respectively. These
represent three methods which can be implemented independently and that
is the approach adopted in this thesis. In practical systems, it may be possible
to combine them in various ways depending on specific application require-
ments but they are generally complimentary techniques.
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Figure 1.1: Thematic organisation
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Chapter 2
Background Theory
T his chapter provides a review of smart grid, its applications, potentialcommunication technologies the requirements of various traffic types.
Section 2.1 provides a brief overview of smart grid and its communication
challenges. This is followed by a review of the IEEE 2030 reference design
with its architectural perspectives mapped into a logical network to produce
a representative model of the smart grid. Description of the various smart
grid applications and their traffic characteristics are also included. In Section
2.2, a comparative analysis of different communication technologies is carried
out, highlighting their capabilities, strengths and weaknesses with respect to
smart grid while Section 2.3 focuses on PLC as a promising communication
technology for smart grid applications. Various aspects of PLC such as chan-
nel characteristics, attenuation, noise and spectrum regulations are discussed.
Section 2.4 identifies energy-efficient communication as a gap in smart grid
development and proposes a cross-layer approach. In doing that, the Section
also analyses the current trend in energy optimisation in PLC systems and
adopts a cross-layer approach. Section 2.5 concludes this chapter.
2.1 Smart Grid and Communication Technologies
2.1.1 Smart Grid and its Motivation
Electrification is viewed as the most significant achievement of the 19th cen-
tury, as it is one service that affects everyone. However, the power grid has
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been recently described as a product of rapid urbanisation [7]. That declara-
tion may have originated from the fact that the current power infrastructure
is not significantly different from when it started over 100 years ago. De-
pleting natural reserves, rising concerns on green-house emissions and global
warming, call for sustainable generation as well as the need to guarantee en-
ergy security have all indicated that the traditional grid can no longer meet
the challenges faced by modern society. While local circumstances may vary
across jurisdictions, the key issues are summarised below [23], [24]
1. Ageing infrastructure that has mostly reached the end of its useful life,
which results in suboptimal performance.
2. Steady rise in electricity demand which has resulted in grid imbalance,
overloading or unplanned brownouts and blackouts.
3. Increased distance between generation sites and point of consumption,
which aggravate losses.
4. Environmental concerns on the primary energy sources
5. Variable energy mix that includes distributed generation which are not
readily supported by the traditional grid.
6. Adoption of more renewable sources for sustainable generation, how-
ever, given their intermittent nature, sophisticated monitoring and con-
trol are needed to consistently maintain a balanced grid.
7. Need to develop new consumption and pricing models to support flex-
ible consumption such as plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) charging at off-
peak periods.
8. Increasing cost of maintenance.
9. Consumer protection and regulatory pressure for more competitive and
lower energy prices
10. Capacity margin to secure supply in case of abrupt increase in demand.
While the above list is by no means exhaustive, it reasonably justifies the call
for modernisation of the grid. Advent of PEVs is revolutionary and has fur-
ther exposed the limitations of the legacy power grid. However, if properly
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harnessed, PEVs will help to uncover new opportunities in terms of operat-
ing them as energy islands to provide power to homes during peak demands,
thereby avoiding the huge costs associated with running of high-capacity gen-
erators. Stakeholders in the energy sector (utilities, vendors, equipment man-
ufacturers, regulators, consumers, the research community) have realized the
enormous challenges plaguing the traditional grid and in response, the idea
of next generation power grid, also known as smart grid was developed as
part of the new energy management strategy. To avoid the same pitfalls as
the traditional infrastructure, the smart grid integrates the cyber and physical
elements of the grid to uncover new possibilities such as integrating renew-
ables into the energy mix, employing smart demand management methods
and reducing the energy losses over the power lines [25].
The smart grid will not only fulfil its traditional role of delivering elec-
tricity but will also support evolution of end-use applications on sustainable
basis. In describing the smart grid, there is no single universally-accepted def-
inition, it can be defined in simple terms and ways that are more complex [26].
However, the definitions include some common themes such as ICT, integra-
tion, automation and control all of which ensure sustainable, economic and
secure end-to-end processes within the energy value chain. Therefore, a smart
grid integrates advanced monitoring and control functionalities into the elec-
tricity grid using the power of ICT. This improves efficiency, reliability and
reduces environmental pollution. Although the legacy grid contains limited
intelligence, it is mostly concentrated in central locations such as generation
and large transmission stations, while remote components such as customer
domains are totally passive [27]. By including these themes, the power grid
transforms to a more responsive and self-healing infrastructure that not only
empowers consumers to become active stakeholders but also provide them
with more information to make informed choices regarding their participa-
tion either as producers or consumers of energy.
The promises of smart grid include lower transmission/congestion cost,
improved reliability, power quality, flexible peak shaving, sustainability, en-
ergy security, higher efficiency and reduced cost of maintenance (due to lower
wear-and-tear in large generators). At the end, the smart grid is beneficial to
both utilities and consumers. Following these realisations, it is widely agreed
that development of a smarter grid is rather a necessity than choice. In view
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of this, system-wide monitoring and control have been identified as major
design components to be included in the smart grid. The role of the commu-
nication technologies is to facilitate timely exchange of information for sens-
ing and control operations that will ensure efficient generation, transmission,
delivery and storage of electricity [25].
2.1.2 Communication Challenges in Smart Grid
The traditional power grid is viewed in terms of some central stations gener-
ating electricity and supplying it to end users with limited communication. In
contrast, the underpinning technology that interconnects smart grid system
components is communication. Smart grid deployment can be approached in
many ways.
Figure 2.1: A schematic of smart grid showing energy and communication
networks using wireless and wireline technologies [1]
Figure 2.1 illustrates the smart grid concept showing the communication
and power components, the communication system can be wireless, wired
or hybrid. While it is possible to simply design the functional components
and integrate them, inclusion of large scale ICT solutions also necessitates a
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rethink of the power system as an autonomic, self-organised platform whose
operations can be deterministically guaranteed within acceptable limits [28]
-the hallmark of a truly smart grid. Therefore, the grid is as reliable as the en-
abling communication system. The implication is that grid performance will
depend heavily on the communication network. This impose new burdens on
the communication systems as outlined below [28], [29].
2.1.2.1 Integration and Interoperability
The smart grid should allow utilities and consumers to procure hardware or
software and deploy them into different areas of the grid in a plug-and-play
manner. As smart grid integrates technologies from different vertical domains
which are at different levels of maturity and investment, it is expected that
development of various aspects of smart grid from conception to implemen-
tation will naturally happen at different speeds – application layer services
(fastest), ICT (fast), power (relatively slower). It is therefore possible to en-
counter application-layer services without due regard for how they perform
in different system operating conditions and their impacts on other system
components in terms of co-existence and interoperability. Considering the
scope of smart grid, a large variable set needs to be tested. However, given
the critical nature of power grid and the huge investment it requires, it is prac-
tically challenging to conduct such tests on a large scale. To address this issue,
the communication systems must be based on standard design paradigms and
protocols such as TCP/IP in order to drastically reduce interoperability and
integration challenges in real implementations.
2.1.2.2 Scale and Complexity
The power grid is evolving toward an automated infrastructure that uses
smart technologies to monitor and manage power availability and quality,
the immediate and predicted load demands as well as the status of support-
ing systems. As communication and information technology (IT) industries
converge to create larger and more complex system-of-systems, the explo-
sive amount of data arising from end-use applications and their dependen-
cies may rise to a scale unprecedented. To manage, store and use this data,
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power system and ICT need proper handshake and coordination. It is there-
fore necessary to understand the demands for communication resources in
such distributed interactions.
2.1.2.3 Distributed Intelligence
One of the key drivers of smart grid concept is that as more consumers be-
come self-reliant at different times due to local energy management systems
or renewable generation, demand on the grid will vary accordingly. While
this is a reasonable expectation, the variation may occur almost unpredictably.
This requires that a significant amount of intelligence be devolved from the
core of the power network, towards the edges to allow end devices respond
to network stimuli whenever they occur.
2.1.2.4 Security and Privacy
Expanded capabilities for power grid systems and networks such as dis-
tributed intelligence and broadband capabilities can greatly enhance effi-
ciency and reliability, but they may also introduce new security concerns
that are more complex than imagined. The concerns cover a wide spectrum
ranging from physical security of ICT and electrical equipment to cyber se-
curity including the vulnerabilities in hardware and software that will run
in the power network. Similar to conventional data networks, providing re-
mote access to power network assets through communication links increases
accessibility, security risks and vulnerabilities as the entire network can be
compromised through a single node. For example smart meters are the most
common components on the demand-side acting as gateway in many cases.
Unauthorised access to the smart meters can help an attacker steal valuable
information or disrupt normal operation of the facility.
2.1.3 Reference Design and Communication Architecture
In order to discuss the smart grid network, it is necessary to first describe
its architecture. The smart grid is a convergence of technologies and services
from multiple industries such as power, communications, and information
technologies. That combined with the scale, complexity and cross-functional
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nature of the system makes it difficult to agree on a precise architecture. How-
ever, the IEEE 2030 is widely accepted as a reference model. The IEEE 2030
reference architecture [29], which eventually evolved into the smart grid in-
teroperability reference model (SGIRM), consists of two broad components:
(i) the smart grid interoperability architectural perspectives (IAPs) and (ii)
the characteristics of the data that flows between entities within the perspec-
tives. From implementation point of view, the IAP components provide in-
sights from power systems and information and communications technology
domains. In order to address the uniqueness of each area and promote in-
teroperability among the system components, three IAPs were subsequently
defined as power system IAP (PS-IAP), information technology IAP (IT-IAP)
and communications technology IAP (CT-IAP). While the (PS-IAP) focuses
on generation, delivery and consumption of power, the (IT-IAP) is mainly
concerned with data management and process control. Lastly, the CT-IAP fo-
cuses on the connectivity, providing guidelines for communication networks,
protocols, media and performance. It is such interoperability that laid the
foundation for supporting critical systems/services such as AMI and PEV.
The CT-IAP is of most interest in this thesis. For design purposes, the CT-IAP
specifies three types of networks summarized as follows [30], [31].
• The customer premises network (CPN)/energy service interfaces (ESIs),
the CPN comprises customer-side networks such as HANs, building
area networks (BANs) and industrial area networks (IANs) for connect-
ing intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) in the consumer domains to al-
low energy status to be monitored and remotely controlled.
• The NANs, to interconnect energy service interface (ESI) and smart me-
ters to utility operations and control centre.
• The backhaul, for interconnecting utility network to other networks in
the distribution and consumer domains.
These CT-IAP specifications are mapped into the logical networks presented
in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: End-to-end smart grid communication model based on IEEE 2030-
2011 reference model [2]
• ESIs/customer premises network: ESIs are special class of device in
that they are used as gateway in customer premises networks such as
HAN, building area network (BAN) and industrial area network (IAN).
The ESIs allow services such as remote load control (RLC), reading of
non-energy meters and integration with building management systems.
They are also capable of logging transactions between utility and HAN.
• Field area network: FANs connects the distributed substations, dis-
tributed energy resources (DERs)/microgrids to the utility operations
and control centre.
• Utility local area network (LAN) (operations and control center): mon-
itors, controls, supervises and manages processes and data flow. The
control/operations centre can be a single integrated entity that manages
transmission and distribution or one control entity for each transmission
and distribution segment.
• NAN: connects smart meters, DERs/microgrids to the utility operations
and control center.
• Wide area network (WAN): a communication network that connects
other network segments (substations, backhaul, last mile) to the util-
ity control centre. WAN typically covers large geographic area, may be
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wired or wireless.
• Backhaul: this communication link connects the utility con-
trol/operations centre and major subsystems such as the AMI to the
downstream network segment through the WAN. It is usually owned
or managed by the utility/third party and can be wireless or wired. A
typical NAN or FAN usually has more than one backhaul to the WAN.
• Workforce mobile network: used by utility’s workforce to provide dis-
patch, maintenance and normal day-to-day operations.
• Last mile: connects the energy consumer to other parts of the network.
• Regional network: interconnects a utility network to other utilities
through private or public networks, usually with optical fibre cable
(OFC).
• Substation network: interconnects devices within a distribution substa-
tion. It is controlled and supervised remotely via backhaul, also con-
nected to DER/microgrid, NAN/FAN.
The power generation and transmission domains consist of plants and large
substations connected via communication system provided by third party net-
work providers. Interconnection between these domains is mostly provided
through wireline technologies such as OFC and digital subscriber line (DSL).
The distribution domain covers a vast geographical spread containing feeders
and end-user loads. From communications perspective, the distribution do-
main also includes the last mile to customer premises as it extends services to
buildings through the meters and enables applications such as smart metering
and demand response (DR). The WAN can also connect distribution domain
to utility’s backbone network. The consumer domain is the most visible part
of the grid to the end-user. It consists mainly of user loads such as home ap-
pliances, machineries (in factory environment), PEV and other loads whose
operation and control are consumer’s responsibility. In the case of PEV, while
it can be used to store excess energy from the grid during a grid-to-vehicle
(G2V) event, it can also feed electricity back to the grid in vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) operation when it is most needed at peak demand. The former pro-
cess is called valley-filling while the latter is known as peak-shaving. Apart
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from losses due to dissipation and other wastages, most energy consumption
take place in customer domain. Hence, achieving energy efficiency there, can
significantly impact the other power domains.
2.1.4 Smart Grid Applications and Traffic Characteristics
A plethora of commercial applications has emerged in smart grid, the notable
application shall be discussed in this Section [2], [32].
2.1.5 Smart Metering
Smart metering automatically obtains consumption, status and diagnostic in-
formation from a power metering device and send them to the utility through
a communication network. Such information can be used for billing, forecast,
planning and troubleshooting. It is the most basic smart grid application.
With smart metering, routine meter reading by personnel of utility compa-
nies is no longer required. Several standards have been published to regulate
its implementation, most notable ones are ANSI C12.1-2008, IEEE 1377 and
IEC 61968-9. Specific services associated with smart metering include:
• Meter reading: the smart meter uploads its reading to a meter data man-
agement server (MDMS) via available communication link according to
a predefined schedule. Upload may also be on-demand to enable utility
attend billing inquiries or verification of outage and service restoration.
• Events and alarms: based on embedded intelligence, a smart meter may
report system log or alarm to indicate current or impending service fail-
ures. Such messages include tamper alarm, disconnection, hardware
failure, under voltage, over voltage, abnormal power condition or any
unusual event in the meter. These messages are sent to MDMS for fur-
ther analysis and resolution.
2.1.6 Demand Response
Demand response (DR) enables utility to optimally balance generation with
demand by either offering incentives in form of flexible pricing or employing
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some load scheduling programs. By dynamically changing energy tariff, cus-
tomers are encouraged to reduce power consumption at peak periods or shift
their loads to less critical periods in order to take advantage of lower off-peak
tariffs. Here, the communication link helps to convey the price signal from
utility server to the home display unit via the smart meter. Upon receiving the
price information, the customer decides to either reduce consumption or shift
some (or all) loads. Some dynamic pricing programs are already available,
they include
• Time of use (TOU): a DR program in which each day of the week is sub-
divided into contiguous blocks of hours and energy price varies from
one block to another. The highest tariff is allocated to the block contain-
ing peak-period hours.
• Real time pricing (RTP): a practice in which electricity tariff varies on
hourly basis as a reflection of actual cost of delivering energy at that
moment.
• Critical peak pricing (CPP): it is similar to TOU but applies to relatively
smaller number of days.
• Peak time rebates (PTR): here, the customer receives a rebate for not
consuming energy at all during peak hours. A more innovative way
of implementing this is to use remote load control (RLC) program in
which response of domestic devices to such rebates is automated via
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication [2]. For instance, the energy
management system (EMS) could dynamically program the thermostat
to change the threshold temperature in response to price signal. To
achieve the desired level of efficiency, the RLC needs to be aware of
nature of the loads under its control. The controllable loads can be
classified as below.
– Interruptible loads: the normal operations of these loads can be
interrupted at peak hours and suspended till less critical hours of
the day. Examples include washing machine, water sprinkler, dryer
and dish washer. These loads are expected to become active after
the peak period when demand or overall consumption should have
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averaged out. These types of load require simple control signal to
interrupt and reschedule their operations.
– Reducible loads: these are the types of loads that can be reduced
for certain duration of time. For instance, at peak period, the ther-
mostat of an air-conditioner or a refrigerator can be set to a higher
threshold temperature in order to reduce total load in the house.
– Partially interruptible loads: for this type of loads, their operations
can be staggered in response to price information by adjusting their
duty cycle. For example, a 50% duty cycle of a washing machine
will result in 30 minutes run-time per hour. For such loads, two
control signals are required; one to start the reduced duty cycle
and the other to restore normal operations.
2.1.7 Plug-in Electric Vehicle
A PEV is a motor vehicle propelled by one or more electric motors. The elec-
tric motors derive their energy from on-board rechargeable batteries. There-
fore, every PEV contains a battery bank that can be recharged from the elec-
tricity grid. Though most PEVs are expected to be recharged at home, public
charging stations are already available and are becoming popular. According
to [33], when PEVs connect back to the grid for after-work charging, if not
properly managed, they could result in daily charging peak in the evening.
This scenario can also cause overloading of the distribution circuit of tradi-
tional power grid [2] the effect of which include higher loss on transmission
line and damage of utility equipment [34–36]. Smart charging [37–39] has
been proposed to leverage the 2-way communication of smart grid to miti-
gate these problems. Additionally, PEVs was suggested in [40][12] to store
energy from renewable sources and convey it back to the grid as a way to
mitigate the effects of intermittent generation from renewable sources, this is
the essence of V2G [41].
2.1.8 Substation Automation
This refers to the use of information from IEDs and control subsystems to
monitor, protect and control substation and feeder equipment. IEC 61850 and
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distributed network protocol, version 3 (DNP3) are the most widely accepted
standards for such implementation. While the DNP3 covers communication
for low-bandwidth monitoring and control operations only, the IEC 61850
specifies requirements for real-time, bandwidth-intensive protection and con-
trol applications and most aspects of substation automation system [2]. The
IEC 61850 supports communication between IEDs either within substation
(e.g. protection signal to circuit breaker) or on feeders (e.g. automated
switches along a feeder responding to isolate a fault). Many types of IEDs are
defined in IEC 61850. IEC 61850 also defines abstract communication service
interface (ACSI) that includes querying devices, setting parameters, report-
ing and logging [40]. Message exchange in ACSI is similar to file transfer
protocol (FTP) session in which communication starts with handshaking (ne-
gotiation of connection parameters), followed by data exchange and session
termination.
2.1.9 Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and Microgrids
They are smaller sources of power or storage connected to the power grid
to meet demands. DERs can be renewable or non-renewable. They can also
be distributed generation (DG) or distributed storage (DS). Examples include
photovoltaic (PV) cells, battery banks, fuel cells and wind turbine. They are
essentially smaller energy sources that can be combined to meet regular de-
mands. As the electricity grid continues to transform, DERs such as DS and
advanced renewable technologies are facilitating the transition to a “smarter”
grid. A microgrid is a localised power setup consisting of one or more DERs
and load. In the event of fault or maintenance on main grid, a microgrid can
operate autonomously; providing power to the local load [42, 43][29][30]. A
microgrid can be utility microgrid; operating as part of the utility or indus-
trial/commercial microgrid serving specific customer’s facilities only. While
the DER/microgrid systems are located in the distribution domain, energy
transfer between them must be coordinated, IEEE 1547.3-2007 standard was
specifically drafted for this purpose.
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2.1.10 Wide Area Measurement System (WAMS)
Wide area measurement system (WAMS) is a sophisticated sensing and mea-
surement technology for monitoring the electricity grid; it is necessary for
situational awareness of grid condition. Measurements include system state
and power quality. The main sensors in WAMS are the phasor measurement
units (PMUs). A PMU at a substation measures voltage and current phasors
and measurements can be reported at the rate of 20-60 times per second [2].
With such a high resolution, PMU measurements have strict delay bounds
such that a measurement must be transmitted before the next one becomes
available. In a WAMS, each measurement is time-stamped by global position-
ing system (GPS) units integrated in PMU. Traditionally, PMUs were installed
in the high voltage regions (generation and transmission domains) due to the
top-down flow of electricity. To achieve real-time monitoring of entire en-
ergy infrastructure, PMU needs to be extended to the distribution segment of
power grid [44,45].
2.1.11 Distributed Supervision
The role of distributed supervision is to provide additional layer of moni-
toring for the electricity distribution domain and help to proactively identify
impending failures before they jeopardize public safety or lead to service out-
ages or obstructions. Unlike the sensing and measurement applications at
specific locations in the power grid, the scope of distributed supervision is
extensive and covers even passive elements such as transmission lines and
branching points [46]. It is therefore expected that in smart grid, overhead
lines will be fitted with sensing devices and actuators for continuous and
preventive monitoring. Similarly, the underground transmission lines will
have sensors to measure the ambient conditions around the buried conduc-
tor. Sensors can also be used to monitor weather conditions since they affect
renewable sources. For instance, solar energy is usually unavailable at night
when it is dark and energy from wind farm depends on wind direction and
speed. In addition, PV cells require temperature and radiation sensor to fore-
cast energy output. These are all required to optimize power generation [47].
The IEEE 1451 defines a family of open standards that are network-agnostic
for communication between sensors and actuators in this area.
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Having presented the various smart grid applications, it is now necessary
to discuss their traffic characteristics and communication requirements. Based
on the reference architecture outlined in Section 2.1.3, various services can be
rendered using the applications. The communication requirements of the
various services are summarised in Table 2.1 [2,27,48,49].
Table 2.1: Traffic characteristics and communication requirements
Application Data (bytes) Latency Reliability(%)
Meter reading(on-demand) 100 <15 s >98
Meter reading(scheduled) 0.4-2.4k <4 hr >98
Bulk meter reading MB <2 hr >99.5
Pricing-signalling ≤ 100 <1 min >98
Electric service prepayment 50-150 <30 s >98
DR (RLC, peak price signal) 60-100 <1 min >99.5
DA (CBC, VR) 0.1-1k <5 s >99.5
DA (open/close switch) 150-250 <5 s >99.5
Outage management 25 <20 s >98
V2G, G2V 100-255 2s -5 mins >98
Firmware update 0.4-2k <2 min-7 days >98
Configuration update 25-50k <5 min-3 days >98
TL monitoring (cable tilt, strain) 8 15-200 ms >98
TL monitoring (power quality) 16 15-200 ms >98
Home energy management ≤ 100 0.3-2 s >98
Asset management ≤ 100 2 s 99
CBC: capacitor bank controller, VR: voltage regulator, TL: transmission line,
DA: distribution automation
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2.2 Wireline and Wireless Technologies
Bi-directional communication is an indispensable part of smart grid but the
specific technologies will be chosen from existing array and adapted to sup-
port the diverse needs of the grid. This Section provides a comparative analy-
sis of wireline and wireless technologies as well as their suitability in the var-
ious network segments of the power grid. It is observed that the architecture
in Figure 2.2 follows a hierarchical design. As each of the network segment
carries out different functions, the hierarchy suggests that their requirements
will also differ. For example, while the WAN covers a reasonably large geo-
graphical space (generating plants to transmission stations) and requires long
range technologies such as worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX) or optical fibre, Ethernet, wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) and ZigBee are
suitable in HANs. In reality, the end-to-end connectivity will be deployed on
the basis of mix-and-match to cater for each network segment from consumer-
side to the utility. The list of communication technologies and their features
is summarised in Table 2.2 [1,49,50].
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Table 2.2: Wireline and wireless communication technologies
Technology Standard Data rate (bps) Range Network
Fibre optic PON 155 M-40 G ≤ 100 km WAN
DSL ADSL, HDSL, VDSL 1- 100 M ≤ 5 km NAN,FAN
Coaxial DOCSIS 172 M ≤ 28 km NAN,FAN
PLC Broadband 14-1000 M ≤ 200 m CPN
Narrowband 10-500 k ≤ 150 km NAN,FAN,WAN
Ethernet IEEE 802.3 10 Mbps-10 G ≤ 100 m CPN
Wi-Fi 802.11 2-1000 M ≤ 100 m CPN, NAN,FAN
Z-Wave Z-Wave 40 k ≤ 30 m CPN
Bluetooth IEEE 802.15.1 721 k ≤ 100 m CPN
ZigBee ZigBee 250 k ≤ 100 m CPN
WiMAX IEEE 802.16 75 M 1− 100 km NAN,FAN,WAN
Cellular 2G,2.5G,3G,3.5G,4G 14.4k- 100 M 1− 100 km NAN,FAN
Satelite LEO, MEO, GEO 1 M 100-6000 km WAN
Asymetric/high-bit-rate/very-high-bit-rate DSL: digital subscriber line,
Wi-Fi: wireless fidelity, WiMAX: worldwide interoperability for microwave
access, PON: passive optical network, DOCSIS: data over cable service
interface specification, LEO: low earth orbit, MEO: medium earth orbit, GEO:
geostationary earth orbit
It is observed in Table 2.2 that PLC can support the CPN, FAN and the
WAN. In other words, end-to-end communication can be provided over the
same power lines that convey electricity. Following these realisations, PLC
has attracted intense research interest in the last two decades. The result is
that today, there are application-specific PLC standards for smart grid. For
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example the narrowband PLC (NPLC) solutions are PLC-G3, power line in-
telligent metering evolution (PRIME) and IEEE 1901.2. In addition, there are
proprietary solutions localized in different regions of the world as evidenced
by recent field trials and experiments in different countries [49,51–55]. This is
not surprising, given the scale of the electricity network, a pervasive commu-
nication network is required to ensure connectivity throughout the infrastruc-
ture. Of all the communication technologies, only PLC aligns with the natural
topology of power distribution network, no wonder it is sometimes referred
to as through-grid technology [56]. However, given that the cables were primar-
ily designed to conduct electricity, they typically provide harsh and noisy
communication channels for communication signals, hence advance mod-
ulation and signal processing are required to make the environment more
communication-friendly. The next Section is dedicated to PLC.
2.3 Power Line Communication
2.3.1 PLC Overview
The development of PLC began in the early 1900’s when it was used for au-
tomation within the medium voltage (MV), high voltage (HV) regions and
other non-commercial operations by utilities [54]. By the middle of that cen-
tury, Landis & Gyr, Brown Boveri and some other companies developed ripple
control systems for central load management in the electric power distribu-
tion grid based on one-way PLC [24, 57]. However, it was later found that
the important applications such as automated meter reading (AMR) required
two-way communication with higher data rates. This motivated the devel-
opment of second generation PLC. Again, time-sensitive applications such
as distribution automation and advanced metering solutions required higher
data rate than second generation PLC could provide which necessitated the
use of larger bandwidth.
At such larger bandwidths, the frequency-selectivity of power line channel
becomes more noticeable. To overcome that, the single carrier system was re-
placed with OFDM to combat the frequency-selectivity and improve the data
rate, this is the foundation of the third generation upon which most current
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PLC systems are implemented. The result is that today, PLC is not only a com-
mercial reality, PLC modems can be purchased off-the-shelf to serve various
purposes such as home networking and general LAN requirements of small-
offices. The ongoing revolution in the power sector has once again attracted
attention to PLC, considered by many [58, 59] as the natural communication
technology for smart grid.
PLC is a technique for conveying data through the wiring traditionally
designed and installed for electricity distribution. In principle, it is superpo-
sition of high frequency modulation signal on 50/60 Hz (electricity signal).
PLC systems can be grouped in terms of frequency of operation into nar-
rowband (125 Hz – 500 KHz) and broadband (1.8 – 100MHz) [50, 60]. Most
PLC systems use OFDM technique at PHY layer while carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is combined with time division
multiple access (TDMA) at the medium access control (MAC) sublayer of
data link. Except for some adaptations such as combination with TDMA, the
CSMA/CA in PLC is similar to that found in wireless systems. For achievable
data rate, NBPLC can deliver few a hundreds of kbps at PHY layer and some
tens of kbps at application layer. On the other hand, BPLC can achieve about
1Gbps at PHY layer and some hundreds Mbps at application layer [60]. Since
the power line infrastructure was traditionally built to deliver electricity, data
signals suffer various forms of distortion and impairments as they transit it.
Some of these are caused by the sudden turning “off” and “on” of electrical
systems by in-house users or neighbours. Such actions change the electri-
cal configurations or background noise in the channel. In terms of physical
properties, topology and structure, the power lines considerably differ from
other wireline media such as twisted pair, coaxial or fibre optics, therefore
special signal processing techniques are required to improve the reliability of
PLC [61,62].
The European power network is divided into three in terms of voltage lev-
els, namely the HV, MV and LV domains. The LV domain is of special interest
because it is the closest to the consumers and offers the opportunity to ex-
ploits the transmission lines between the substation and consumers’ premises
for last mile communication. This can effectively support smart metering,
demand response and other consumer-side applications. The European LV
network and power line last mile are illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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(a) European power supply network showing the LV domain
(b) LV distribution network showing last mile in residential area
Figure 2.3: European distribution network showing the power line last mile
[3]
Generally, the use of PLC would be partly determined by the local or re-
gional grid topology. For example, unlike the US where there are typically less
than ten households per transformer, in Europe, the number of power meters
per the MV/LV transformer is within 50–300 range, with average distance of
465 m from MV/LV transformer to consumer meters [63]. Although, this im-
plies that PLC is more economically viable in Europe, however, deployments
is also subject to regulatory constraints in terms of spectrum and emission
limits. Hence, the ultimate choice of PLC for smart grid in a particular re-
gion will be based on numerous factors including technical considerations,
economic viability and regulatory constraints.
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2.3.2 Standards and Regulations
Due to the diversity of the environment in which PLC may be applied, a lot
of regulatory framework and standardisation effort have been made at pro-
moting co-existence and ensuring that PLC does not adversely affect other
communication systems, especially wireless transmission in similar or close
spectrum. Today, PLC systems are implemented in 9kHz - 100MHz band.
In terms of spectrum regulation, Europe is a large market for PLC systems
and European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation (CENELEC) is
charged with regulating the strength of signal coupled to the power lines and
the frequency band of operation. Given that the electric cable were made to
carry 50Hz/60Hz, when PLC signals are coupled to power lines, EM emis-
sions occur. Since the wavelength of BPLC signals are significantly short rela-
tive to the length of the transmission lines, the regulation of BPLC differ from
that of NPLC. NPLC generally operate below 500 kHz, in Europe, the Eu-
ropean Norm (EN) 50065 allows four frequency bands defined as CENELEC
band A (3-95 kHz), CENELEC band B (95-125 kHz), CENELEC band C (125-
140 kHz) and CENELEC band D (140-148.5 kHz). The complete spectrum
band is presented in Table 2.3 [50].
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Table 2.3: Global regulation of BPLC and NPLC frequency bands
Region Regulation Remark
Narrowband PLC
Europe EN 50065 CENELEC band A for utility,
bands B-D for consumer use
band C for CSMA/CA
IEEE 1901.2 Not yet harmonised in Europe
148.5-500 kHz
USA FCC part 15 Rules for carrier current devices
9kHz - 490 kHz
Japan ARIB STD-T84 CSMA/CA required
Broadband PLC
Europe EN 50561-1 Dynamic power control
1.6065-30 MHz static and dynamic notching
EN 50561-3 Dynamic power control
30-87.5 MHz static and dynamic notching
USA FCC part 15 Subpart G for access BPLC,
1.705-80 MHz interference mitigation,
FCC: Federal Communications Commission, CENELEC: European Commit-
tee for Electrotechnical Standardisation, ARIB: Association of Radio Industries
and Businesses
It is clear from Table 2.3 that Europe is more restrictive in terms of spec-
trum usage.
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2.3.3 PLC Channel Characterisation and Measurements
One of the advantages of PLC is its use of existing power cables as commu-
nication channels. However, the powerline channel is severely challenging
for communication signals due to the factors later described in Section 2.3.4.
There are two acclaimed methods to determine the characteristics of a power
line channel namely; top-down and bottom-up. They are described below.
2.3.3.1 Top-down Approach
In this approach, the power line channel is considered a black box in which
measurements are carried out to determine the model parameters, a common
example is the multipath model. In multipath model, channel behaviour is
determined by the number of signal paths present from which the physical
propagation behaviour is analysed in terms of echoes arising from multiple
reflections from points of impedance mismatch or discontinuity [12,62,64–66].
However, such measurements are subject to equipment calibration and errors
caused by fine-grain details that might have been over looked. The channel






where i is the number of paths (path with the shortest delay has index i = 1),
gi is the weighting factor for path i, di is length of path i and τi the delay of
path i. Furthermore, gi is a product of transmission and reflection factors such
that |gi| ≤ 1, paths with more tranmsissions and reflection have small value of
gi. Also, longer paths contribute less to the signal arriving at the destination.










where εr is the dielectric constant of the insulating material and c, the speed of
light. In (2.1), the losses of the cable cause attenuation A(f, di) which increases
with frequency and distance and can be expressed as
A(f, di) = e
−α(f).d = e−(a0+a1.f
k).d (2.3)
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where a0 and a1 are attenuation parameters and k is the exponent of attenu-
ation factor. We can see that although (2.3) captures the physical properties,
they must be measured for each network to derive the channel model. By










Equations (2.1)-(2.4) imply that the CTF can be modelled using the weighting
factor g , cable attenuation A(f, d), and propagation delay e−j2pif(τi). When the
system is matched, signal does not reflect back and there is no multi-path. The
frequency response H(f) of a matched transmission line of length l simplifies
to
H(f) = e−(γl). (2.5)
In the event of unmatched network, the signal undergoes three types of atten-
uation as it propagates toward the receiver [12].
• Attenuation caused by the heat loss and radiations along the power line.
This line attenuation is always present and increases with length and
frequency (derived from (2.3)).
• Attenuation caused by reflections at unmatched joints. The interference
of reflected signal with incident signal will increase or decrease attenu-
ation depending on whether such reflection gives rise to destructive or
constructive interference.
• The delayed version of the forward-propagating signal falling out of
phase with the main incident forward signal results in destructive infer-
ence, hence adding to the overall signal attenuation.
2.3.3.2 Bottom-up Approach
The transmission line (TL) theory is regarded as a bottom-up approach. Un-
like the multipath technique, it allows a-priori derivation of model parame-
ters. At high frequencies, signal wavelength is much smaller than the length of
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the TL. This causes phase difference at different points in the circuits. There-
fore power cables ordinarily used for 50/60 Hz electrical signal may not be
suitable for carrying signals whose oscillation rate is in the order of millions
or billion times per second because energy tends to reflect from discontinu-
ities along the cable such as connectors and joints and travel back toward the
source. These reflections prevent full signal power from reaching the destina-
tion. Given that wavelength is inversely related to frequency of electromag-
netic wave carried on the line, TL analysis is required when the cable is longer
than the transmitted signal’s wavelength. Therefore, unlike circuit theory, the
cable length is important in TL analysis.
In PLC, the live (L) and neutral (N) cables are used to form a 2-conductor
TL. The conductors are positioned within the insulator parallel to each other
and are assumed to have uniform separation between them. On that basis, the
2-port transmission channel can be analyzed as an electric circuit in which
each subsequent section acts as a small lumped circuit element to form an
infinite series of two-port elementary components, each representing a short
segment of the TL.
Figure 2.4: Equivalent circuit of 2-port transmission line
The equivalent circuit of one segment is illustrated in Figure 2.4 where the
resistor R, in series with the inductor L represents the distributed resistance
and inductance of the line respectively. The capacitor created by the two lines
is represented by capacitance C of the circuit and G represents conductance
of the material that separates the cables. R , L, G and C are distributed
values measured per unit length (m) and sometimes denoted as R′ , L′ , G′
and C ′ . The parameters L, G and C are related to the physical properties of
the material filling the space between the two cables such that [67]
LC = µε (2.6)








where µ, ε, σ are the permeability, permittivity and conductivity of the
medium around the conductors. R is the distributed resistance (in Ω/m),
L the distributed inductance due to magnetic field around the conductors (in
H/m), C is the capacitor created by the conductors represented by a shunt
capacitor (in F/m) and G is the conductance of the dielectric material that
separates the conductors measured in siemens per metre (S/m). R, L, G and
C are called the primary line constants from which secondary line constants
(attenuation constant, propagation constant and phase constant) can be de-
rived. The two most important parameters in TL analysis are the propagation
constant γ and the characteristic impedance Zc which are defined as [4,5]
γ =
√
(R + jωL)(G+ jωC) (2.8)
where angular frequency (in rad/s) ω = 2pif . The propagation constant
γ (which determines speed and attenuation of the electromagnetic wave) is
a complex variable of the form α+jβ whose real part, α is the attenuation
constant and imaginary part β is the phase constant. Similarly, characteristic






With the 2-port representation of the circuit, the transmission can be repre-
sented by its ABCD matrix; a 2x2 matrix showing relationship between in-
put/output line voltage and current as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Two-port network showing the source and receiver
Elements of the matrix are complex numbers that depend on frequency.
The ABCD matrix provides a mathematically convenient way to generate the















AZL +B + CZLZS +DZS
(2.11)
where ZS and ZL are source and load impedance respectively. The input








The transmission matrix of a TL with characteristic impedance Zc, propaga-










Equation (2.13) has been extensively used in literature [4, 5, 68], it is popu-
larly known as the ABDC matrix and it shows that for a single segment 2-port
transmission line of cable length l with primary line constants R, L, C, G,
characteristic impedance Zc and propagation constant γ , the ABCD matrix
can be mathematically derived, from which the CTF is computed without
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actual measurements. Hence, with the TL technique, transfer characteris-
tics is topology-dependent, making it flexible and more predictable [68, 69],
however, it is more computationally complex. Using the TL theory, complex
networks can be approximated into series of cascaded two-port networks for
easy analysis and modelling. Once the equivalent two-port sub-circuits are
obtained, it is possible to represent the entire power line channel with their
transmission (ABCD) matrices [4,5,69]. For example, consider a network with
a branch1 in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Transmission line with one branch [4,5]
By replacing the branch with the equivalent impedance Zeq, which can be
seen by terminals A and B, the network in Figure 2.6 can be represented by
the equivalent circuit in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Equivalent circuit of Figure 2.6 [4,5]
1some numerical examples are published in [70]
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It can be seen that Figure 2.7 is a cascade of four two-port sub-circuits,
denoted as Φ0 − Φ3. For each sub-circuit, the transmission matrix can be





From previous studies in this area, the ABCD matrices of the respective sub-

















where Zeq is the equivalent impedance due to the branch circuit as shown in





Zeq is the equivalent impedance of the branch connected to the node i . Zbr
is the impedance of the load that it is connected to the branch. Zc is the
characteristic impedance of the cable of the branch and γbr is the propagation








In (2.16) and (2.19), Z1, γ1, Z2 and γ2 are respectively the characteristic
impedances and propagation constants of the second and fourth sub-circuits
in Figure 2.7. By substituting (2.15) - (2.17) and (2.19) into (2.14), the ABCD
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The overall CTF can thus be expressed as
H(f) =
ZL
T11ZL + T12 + T21ZSZL + T22ZS
. (2.21)
This is the model adopted in this work, hence the power line channel used
in the analysis and simulations in subsequent chapters are based on the TL
theory.
2.3.3.3 Numerical Examples
The CTF basically measures the attenuation on the TL. It can be seen in (2.11)
and (2.21) that H is dependent on frequency and length. Some numerical
examples are provided in this Section to illustrate CTF in the BPLC frequency
range 0 - 30 MHz. Using the electrical properties of LV 2.5mm indoor cable,
the primary line constants R, L, C, G were derived as 0.3674Ω/m , 3.54882e-
06H/m, 9.4539e-12F/m and 7.63149e-05S/m respectively. The model also con-
sidered that ZS = ZL = 50Ω.
The experimental power line channel consist of 68.8 m indoor electric ca-
ble spanning four floors (floor 2 to floor 5) of a building on one hand, an-
other 39.8 m branch connected across two laboratories on the same floor and
8.7 m line within the main lab. In each case, the power lines comprises of
three-conductor (2.5mm live and neutral, 1.5mm earth) electric cables inter-
connected at the consumer unit. Various lengths of off-grid power lines and
sockets are also available with which power line network can be extended
when necessary. The power line network is presented in Figure 2.8.
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(a) Physical layout of the power line network
(b) The consumer unit for enabling
variable power line configurations
Figure 2.8: Topology of PLC network in main lab
With this configuration, it is possible to isolate individual circuits and
study various scenarios in terms of length and topology. Measurement of
the CTF was carried out between main lab (T5.07) and lab T2.01 by connect-
ing a power line coupler at each end. Using digimess SG200 signal generator,
a signal was then fed into the power line channel at lab T2.01 and the re-
ceived power was measured with the spectrum analyser connected to socket
1 in the main lab. As power line channel is time-variant, the measurements
were averaged over four days. Using the topology information in Figure 2.8,
an equivalent model was consequently developed in MATLAB and compared
with measured values. The result is presented in Figure 2.9.
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Frequency (Hz)


















Figure 2.9: CTF experimental power line network
It can be seen in Figure 2.9 that attenuation on the TL increases with fre-
quency. Using the same cable specifications, here we created another model
with a single branch connected at 10 m from the source and vary its length
from 1.5 m to 20 m to establish its impacts on signal propagation.
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(a) Attenuation of TL with 1.5 m and 7 m branches
Frequency (Hz) ×107

















(b) Attenuation of TL with 1.5 m and 20 m branches
Figure 2.10: CTF of TL with different branch lengths
It can be seen in Figure 2.10 that as the branch length increases from 1.5 m
to 20 m, the number of notches also rises. Such repeated occurence of notches
in CTF will intensify attenuation in real life networks which will degrade PLC
performance.
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2.3.4 Signal Propagation and Challenges in PLC
Communication signals are typically affected by various factors as they prop-
agate through the power line channel. This section examines the challenges
experienced during signal propagation in power lines and illustrates them
with some examples.
2.3.4.1 Noise
Like all other communication systems, PLC is affected by noise. However,
the noise in power lines is complicated as it consists of Gaussian and non-
Gaussian components which can be worse if multiple sources are concurrently
emitting non-Gaussian noise on the network. For instance, the noise pattern
in the substations is highly non-Gaussian; it is generally impulsive or bursty
[71,72]. Therefore, noise in power lines differs from the usual additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) found in most other communication systems and
overcoming the non-Gaussian components such as impulsive noise is one of
the biggest challenges in PLC [73]. Noise in power lines can be categorised
into five groups as shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Types of noise in power lines
They are described as follows [15,72,74,75]:
1. Coloured background noise: it occurs with relatively low power spectral
density (PSD), varying with frequency. It is caused by summation of
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numerous low power noise samples generated by in-home electronic
devices.
2. Narrowband noise: unlike coloured background, narrowband noise
originates from broadcast stations such as amplitude modulation (AM),
frequency modulation (FM) stations, citizens’ radios and other external
sources transmitting within the 1-22MHz [76–78].
3. Periodic impulsive noise, asynchronous with the mains frequency: it
is usually emitted by switched power supplies such that it occurs at a
repetition rate between 50 and 200 kHz, with a discrete line spectrum
spaced according to the impulse repetition rate [75].
4. Periodic impulsive noise, synchronous with the mains frequency: this
occurs with a repetition rate of 50 or 100 Hz (in Europe). The im-
pulses are of short duration (some microseconds) and have a PSD de-
creasing with frequency. This type of noise is caused mainly due to
operations of silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) which switch a certain
number of times in every 50Hz (synchronously with the mains). For
example, switching mode power supplies (in light dimmers) and direct
current (DC)-DC converters are known sources of this type of impulse
noise [72,74].
5. Aperiodic impulsive: this type of noise is sporadic in nature, with
rapidly varying amplitude. This is caused by switching transients aris-
ing from connection and disconnection of electrical devices in the net-
work. The impulses have duration of some microseconds up to a few
milliseconds with random occurrence [79].
In the noise types 1 and 2, the root mean square (rms) of their amplitudes vary
slowly and remain stationary for a long period ranging from minutes, hours
to days, they are collectively classified as background noise while the last
three are categorised as impulsive noise. Impulsive noise is characterised by
short duration (microseconds to milliseconds) and high PSD which results in
bit or burst errors in data communications. Other known sources of impulsive
noise include drilling machine, vacuum cleaner, television set, liquid crystal
display (LCD) monitor, CRT monitor, washing machines and other household
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appliances. For instance, Figure 2.12 presents the noise pulses generated by a
laptop charger in a PLC network.
Figure 2.12: Amplitude (in mV) of noise pulses generated by a laptop charger
Figure 2.12 is an example of aperiodic impulsive noise. It was generated
by a 90 W laptop charger. Impulsive noise can be studied in frequency and
time domains, for example, Figure 2.13 illustrates the impulsive noise events
from a drilling machine rated 50 Hz 240 V 400 W 1.75 A .
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(a) Amplitude (mV) and interval (ms) of impulsive noise in
time domain
(b) Impulsive noise in frequency domain
Figure 2.13: Impulsive noise in time and frequency domain from a drilling
machine
The first pulse in the time domain (Figure 2.13a) was generated when the
AC motor in the drilling machine started while the subsequent ones were in-
jected into the power line channel during the drilling process. As seen in the
figure, the pulses occurred at regular interval and therefore signify periodic
impulsive noise. Similarly, Figure 2.13b shows the same noise events in the
frequency domain. The essence of frequency domain analysis is to identify
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the frequency at which the pulses occur and their peak power. Whereas the
time domain provides the inter-arrival time of the pulses and their durations,
the frequency domain shows the peak power within the observation window.
Therefore, in order to investigate the impact of impulsive noise on communi-
cation performance, the fundamental questions are:
• when do the pulses occur (in time and frequency domains),
• how strong are the pulses (the amplitude or peak power) and
• how long do they last.
Previous experimental studies [72,79] showed that impulsive noise is usually
higher than background noise by at least 10 dB and may be as much as 50dB.
In general, impulsive noise is more dominant in PLC network and evidence
from some recent studies show that it is one of the most significant factors
that can degrade PLC system performance in terms of BER, SNR, latency,
and general reliability [80,81]. These explain why investigation of mitigation
techniques in PLC continues to attract attention in the research community.
Substantial amount of work has been done on noise modelling in PLC [61,
71, 79] following which various noise modelling techniques were proposed.
However, the Middleton class-A [73,82,83] and two-component Gaussian [84–
86] are the two widely-used noise modelling techniques. For the sake of
completeness, these techniques are briefly described as follows.
• Middleton Class-A Model
This model considers noise in power lines as a superposition of background
noise with random pulses, hence, it is affected by the number of impulsive
components. The probability density function (PDF) of Middleton class-A




































while σ2g , σ2i and σ2t denote the powers of Gaussian, impulsive and the to-
tal noise respectively, A is the impulsive index which represents the average
number of concurrent impulses, σ2m is the variance of the mth pulse and Γ is
the Gaussian-to-impulsive-noise ratio. It can be seen that the noise nk includes
the typical AWGN (which can be obtained apart from the impulsive compo-
nent). Equations (2.22) - (2.25) clearly show that in Middleton class-A model,
noise can be fully characterised by three parameters, namely A, Γ and σ2t . The
practical significance of A is as follows, A can be considered as the product of
impulse rate λ (average number of impulse per unit time) and impulse mean
duration T¯ , that is
A = λ ∗ T¯ (2.26)
In (2.26), a reduction in the value of A signifies a lower number of impulsive
events and/or shorter duration of the pulses, which corresponds to impulsive
noise. Conversely, as the value of A is increased, the noise becomes contin-
uous and the Middleton class-A gets closer to Gaussian noise [71]. These
observations agree with the other results in the literature such as [56].
• Two-Component Gaussian Model
The two-term component model is a special case of the multi-component
mixture-Gaussian model [87]. The most common two-component Gaussian
formulation widely used is the Bernoulli-Gaussian model. In time-domain,
the total noise is represented as [88]
nk = wk + ik (2.27)
where
ik = bkgk, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, (2.28)
nk is the total noise, wk is the AWGN with zero mean and variance σ2w, ik
is the impulsive noise and is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and large
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variance σ2i (σ2i >σ2w). The gk is complex white Gaussian noise with zero mean
and bk is the Bernoulli process with probability mass function
Pr(bk) =
p bk = 10, bk = 0 k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, (2.29)
p is the probability of impulsive noise occurrence. Therefore, the PDF of the































p0 = (1− p), p1 = p, σ20 = σ2w and σ21 = σ2w+σ2i . The variances σ2w and σ2i denote
the background and impulsive noise powers from which the input SNR and
signal-to-impulsive noise ratio (SINR) can be respectively derived as













where σ2s is the transmitted signal variance.
2.3.4.2 Multipath Propagation and Frequency-Selectivity
In Figure 2.3b, due to the structure of the LV network, cables are typically
joined at different points along the transmission line (e.g between service
cable, home connection cable, house distribution boxes). This phenomenon
leads to discontinuity and impedance mismatch due to difference in the char-
acteristic impedance of connected lines. In effect, between the substation and
the consumers’ premises, signals do not propagate along the direct paths
alone; at junctions (points of mismatch) they are scattered along multiple
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paths (echoes) and such scattering is more pronounced at high frequencies.
This results in mutli-path propagation with frequency-selective fading [61]
which is typically mitigated using multi-carrier modulation schemes.
2.3.4.3 Cable Losses (Attenuation)
Unlike twisted pair data cable such as CAT5 and CAT6 Ethernet cables, elec-
trical cables used in power distribution are not suitably screened and ter-
minated, hence are not perfect for data signal propagation. Therefore data
signals over power lines are prone to various degrees of losses which increase
with distance and operating frequency as discussed in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.4.4 EMC and Regulatory Constraints on Transmit Power
Electric cables generally are designed to transport electricity at 50Hz/60Hz,
hence the conductors are not electromagnetically shielded. The result is that
at high frequencies, power lines behave like antenna emitting electromag-
netic energy which can cause interference with nearby AM transmissions,
amateur radio and other radio operations [76,77]. To avoid this unwanted ef-
fects, transmit power in PLC is regulated by regional bodies such as FCC and
CENELEC and the conformance requirement is termed electromagnetic com-
patibility (EMC). Generally, the EMC standards specify the maximum electric
field strength that an electromagnetic radiator such as power line network is
allowed to emit. The field strength is usually measured at a specific distance
(typically 3 m) from the equipment under test (EUT) [76, 77]. Emissions in
PLC can be measured in two parts; radiated and conducted emissions [76,77].
While the radiated emissions account for the unintentional magnetic field
that propagates away from the TL, conducted emissions are internal and they
propagate along the conductors. In addition, high transmit power is a poten-
tial source of inefficiency, hence it is generally desirable to keep the transmit
power low. A measurement bench was set up to examine these components
as follows.
• Radiated emission: The measurement set-up consists of PLC modems
and active magnetic direction antenna (MDF 960X) positioned at 3m dis-
tance from the PLC channel as shown in Figure 2.14 and in accordance
with FCC standard.
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(a) Measurement of radiated emission
Frequency (MHz)




















(b) Comparison of radiated emission with FCC limit
Figure 2.14: Radiated emission measurement
Using two brands of PLC modem, radiated emissions in quiescent and busy
states are compared with FCC limit for BPLC (1.8-30MHz), the results are
shown in Figure 2.14b. Although the Hanadu modem radiated less emissions
in quiescent state than busy state, it can be seen that both modems mostly
comply with FCC limits, except for a few spikes in the low frequency (<
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6MHz for TP-Link and < 11 MHz for Hanadu). The TP-Link is generally
more compliant than Hanadu, indeed that is expected since Hanadu is an
evaluation unit whereas TP-Link is a commercial product already.
• Conducted emission: Conducted emissions are the currents that are
passed out through an equipment’s AC power cord and propagated on
the common power network. This was measured using a current clamp
as shown in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Conducted emission
A piece of house wiring cable typically contains three conductors; the L, N
and earth (E) cables. The conducted emissions are usually measured in com-
mon and differential modes. To measure common mode current, the three
conductors were enclosed in the current clamp connected to spectrum anal-
yser, whereas for differential mode current, the L cable was wound round the
clamp and turned at 360 degree to emulate current flow in opposite direc-
tion as shown in Figure 2.16. It should be noted this method of investigating
differential mode current is in line with similar works in literature [89].
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(a) Common mode current
(b) Differential mode current
Figure 2.16: Conducted emissions measurements with current clamp
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(a) TP-Link conducted emissions
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(b) Hanadu conducted emissions
Figure 2.17: Conducted emissions
It can be seen in Figure 2.17 that in both modems, conducted emission is
higher in differential mode than in common mode and emissions from the
Hanadu modems are much higher than those of TP-Link. While the peak
reached 40dBuA at 6.7MHz in TP-Link, the peak emission of 50dBuA was
observed in Hanadu at 3.6MHz.
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2.3.4.5 Topology Variation
Power line generally exhibits time-varying channel response. For example,
the sudden switching "off"/ "on" or connection/disconnection of electrical
loads by users in neighbourhoods such as NANs can change the electrical
configurations of the network. The effects of such variations can range from a
few ohms to several kilo-ohms which can worsen the unpredictability of the
power line channel [90].
2.4 Energy-Efficient Communication System in
Smart Grid
There is a rising awareness of the high energy consumption by communica-
tion infrastructure across different domains and the need to curb the trend.
For example, combined electricity demand of telecommunication networks
and data centres is reported to be equivalent to the demand of the fifth largest
country [25]. In particular, the telecommunication industry consumes 3% of
global energy while the entire ICT sector accounts for 2-4% of global CO2
emissions [91, 92]. This is equivalent to 25% of all car emissions and ap-
proximately equals all airplane emissions in the world [92]. In view of this,
various sub-sectors within the ICT and research community have approached
the issue of energy efficiency with renewed vigour. These have resulted in
different energy-optimisation techniques for wireless technologies. For exam-
ple, considering that base transceiver stations consume 50-80% of the power
in cellular networks [93], the lesson for other communication systems such as
PLC is that optimising the power associated with transmit and receipt of data
can drastically reduce the energy budget.
The power amplifier (PA) is one of the main energy-consuming compo-
nents of the transmitters [93] and its function is to boost the transmit power
to enable the signal to overcome channel impairments such as attenuation
and interference. To achieve maximum power efficiency, the PAs typically
operate in the dynamic range [94]. Energy efficiency and spectral efficiency
are two important characteristics of the PA. While spectral efficiency provides
the data rate needed by smart grid applications, energy efficiency ensures
that optimum number of bits per unit energy are transmitted. Therefore,
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optimised design of PA is crucial to the energy efficiency of PLC systems.
Furthermore, PLC transceivers consume power in two forms; static and dy-
namic power [19, 20]. While the static power is fixed, the dynamic power
(transmit power) is load-dependent. Thus, energy efficiency challenge can be
approached from different perspectives including circuit design and signal
processing [13].
A holistic framework for energy efficiency is a subject of future research,
however, in a bid to reduce the power requirements, low-power wireless sys-
tems such as ZigBee are commonly deployed in applications with low data
rate requirements such and home monitoring and control. For this class of
devices, although the IEEE802.15.4 standard specifies up to 75 m range, cov-
erage can be as low as 10-20 m in some indoor environments [95–97]. In
order to monitor and control the in-home appliances, several repeaters may
be employed which increases the management complexity and cost. Given
the pervasive nature of power cables, it provides the unique opportunity to
extend communication coverage to the areas that are challenging for wireless
technologies generally.
In doing this, it also important to minimise the power consumption in each
smart grid scenario. This work adopts a cross-layer approach by exploiting
various attributes such as network topology (network layer), reduced data rate
(adaptation layer) and multi-carrier modulation ( physical layer) to optimise
energy requirements of PLC systems for various smart grid applications and
scenarios.
2.5 Methodology
The central argument in this thesis is that PLC provides some unique oppor-
tunities to improve energy efficiency of smart grid communication. In view
of the above, this thesis investigates methods of improving energy efficiency
of PLC systems at three open systems interconnect (OSI) layers, namely the
physical, adaptation and network. At the physical layer, investigations are
carried out through simulation in MATLAB and the proposed techniques are
studied in various channel conditions in terms of impulsive noise events. At
the adaptation layer, a model of HEMS is developed in NS-3 and validated
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with experimental results following which two examplar applications- tem-
perature sensing and light control are studied. In the study, simulation results
are used to determine the system performance limits such as the maximum
size of application data required to guarantee acceptable latency and system
reliability. The communication network and application parameters used are
extracted from a tested bed. In order to ensure that results are reproducible
in NS-3, a fixed seed value is used in each simulation. Finally, at the network
layer, the main theme is that AMI application performance could be improved
by organizing the smart meters into clusters such that consumption data are
locally aggregated. In that case, the aggregator transmits only the compos-
ite data to the concentrator instead of transmissions from individual smart
meter to the concentrator found in flat AMI. The smart grid application pa-
rameters used in that section are derived from field trial reported in [53] and
smart metering guideline published in [98]. Throughout this thesis, the power
line channel model employed is based on transmission line theory since it is
topology-dependent and more practical [68,69].
2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a background to the various aspects of this thesis. It
began with the introduction of smart grid, its motivations, applications, traf-
fic characteristics and communication requirements. It went further to high-
light key communication challenges in smart grid. Various communication
technologies were compared and PLC was identified as a promising commu-
nication technology while its challenges were analysed. Also, this chapter
provided comprehensive analyses of noise modelling and channel character-
isation techniques. Lastly, energy efficiency in PLC was identified as an area
that has not received sufficient research attention.
Chapter 3
Efficient BPLC Topology for
Clustered AMI
The expectation that smart grid must be self-healing, with system-widemonitoring and control capabilities among other features raises vital
questions about the types of communication systems to consider. In con-
trast with other technological concepts such as Internet-of-things (IoT) which
has been considered a key driver of 5G wireless technology [99, 100], smart
grid does not enjoy clean-slate development of purpose-made communica-
tion technologies. The evolution of power systems have not kept pace with
rapid advancements in ICT, for example, for over a century, the basic struc-
ture of the power grid remained unchanged [101]. The result is that current
communication technologies were developed without consideration for smart
grid applications requirements and one of the current challenges is how to
cost-effectively retrofit these communication technologies in smart grid [102].
In doing that, two fundamental questions are i) what extent of changes and
retrofitting are required in order to deliver acceptable quality-of-service (QoS)
to the multitude of applications and ii) considering the crucial role of back-
haul in the end-to-end connectivity, what are cost-effective options feasible to
achieve the service objectives?
While there are no easy guesses, the solution lies in considering a wide
range of factors including availability, cost and ubiquity. BPLC can provide a
viable answer. In this chapter, it is shown that BPLC can adequately support
AMI application in terms of key network performance measures such as la-
tency, throughput and reliability. We further show that, when metering data
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is locally aggregated and the data collector (DC) is located at the middle of the
NAN, probability of packet delivery increased by 3% relative to the flat AMI.
This chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.1, clustered AMI and some of
its services are introduced. The section also presents the model studied in this
work which maps the LV network into two AMI topologies for investigating
smart metering and DR applications. Section 3.2 presents the methodology
and simulation set up used in evaluating the proposed model, including the
system parameters used. In section 3.3, the simulation results are presented
and discussed in various network configurations while the main conclusions
are summarised in section 3.4.
3.1 Advanced Metering Infrastructure and Cluster-
ing
According to [103], the AMI is not a single technology but an integration of
multiple technologies that provides intelligent connection between consumers
and system operators. AMI is viewed as the first major step toward the power
grid modernisation as observed in various studies and field trials [53,103]. In
terms of service composition, they are mostly standard customer-focused ser-
vices such as meter reading, price notification, outage notification, remote
connection/disconnection, power quality, firmware upgrade etc [48]. Within
the AMI, NANs consist of several HANs connected to a utility’s network
through communication links. In terms of ubiquity, only wireless LANs
(WLANs) rival power line networks, given that they are both prevalent in
most homes. However, employing PLC in AMI could help to overcome blind
spots and other deployment challenges where wireless technologies are either
cost-ineffective or impracticable.
3.1.1 Clustered Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Clustering methods are increasingly being applied to residential smart me-
ters, which provides a number of important opportunities for distribution
network operators (DNOs) to manage and plan LV networks. Clustering has a
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number of potential advantages for DNOs, including the identification of suit-
able candidates for DR, grouping of consumption behaviours and improve-
ment of energy profile modelling [104–106]. The communication network can
also benefit from the technique by organising the smart meters within the
NAN into clusters. In each cluster, a DC exists such that all the smart meters
communicate with the concentrator using the DC as a relay (gateway).
By this clustering approach, the last hop connectivity from the utility is
subdivided into backhaul and last mile. While BPLC is used in the backhaul,
each of NPLC, BPLC and Wi-Fi is used in the last mile for comparison. To
assess the performance of the AMI network over BPLC, two important types
of smart grid application traffic; smart metering and DR are simulated. It will
be shown at the end of this chapter that with some modifications in existing
network topology, using power line can result in savings in terms of space and
energy requirements. The system model employed is shown and discussed in
the next section.
3.1.2 Broadband PLC for Clustered AMI: System Model
This work is based on the European LV network discussed in section 2.3 in
which smart meters are fitted with advanced solid-state components that col-
lect and dispatch time-based measured data. The role of communication is
to facilitate the transmission of the data to the utility’s data centre for fur-
ther processing, hence, bidirectional communication is vital. Unlike other
media such as Wi-Fi, Ethernet or fibre optic cables which requires dedicated
infrastructure, PLC naturally aligns with existing electrical network and pro-
vides connectivity directly to devices without separate wirings. However,
data signals experience various forms of distortions and losses as they propa-
gate through it. These factors affect performance of AMI and its application.
For instance, the sudden switching "off" and "on" of electrical loads by users
in the neighbourhood can change the electrical configuration, characteristics
and noise level in the NAN as described in Section 2.3.4.5.
IEEE 2030 broadly provides architectural perspectives for integrating ICT
with power systems. The HAN, NAN, WAN and longhaul are covered within
the communication technology perspectives. In this work, these specifications
are mapped into AMI and the resulting networks are illustrated in Figures 3.1
and 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Logical topology of smart metering network over the LV power
line network
Figure 3.2: Transmission of peak price signal over PLC network.
3.1.3 Smart Metering
Typically, each meter may send its reading periodically according to prede-
fined schedule or on-demand. Figure 3.1 illustrates smart meters in a NAN
connected to the concentrator through a BPLC backhaul. In the proposed
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model, a DC has been introduced to locally aggregate consumption informa-
tion from other smart meters, validate and transmit them to the meter data
managament server (MDMS) using concentrator as the gateway. It should
be noted that, in this model, DC is also a smart meter. The concentrator is
assumed to be co-located with the transformer at the local or secondary sub-
station where it collates and tracks measurements from one or more DCs,
while ensuring that the data is uploaded to utility network in a timely fash-
ion over the WAN. The DC, acting as a network relay, backhauls the traffic via
BPLC to the utility. This logically reduces the distance-related losses, espe-
cially for meters located at the far end of the service region. At the end of this
chapter, the performance of BPLC backhaul is discussed when each of Wi-Fi,
BPLC and NPLC is used as the last mile between the DC and smart meters.
3.1.4 Demand Response
Similar to smart metering, transmission of peak price signals is also consid-
ered. DR can be implemented in many ways. Apart from peak shaving and
load relief in emergencies, DR programs can also be used to provide ancillary
services. The description and delay requirements of various load-driven an-
cillary services are outlined in [107]. The DR studied in this chapter emulates
the implementation in [53]. By inducing consumption patterns in response to
reserve level or unforeseen changes in the grid, this type of price-driven DR
program can also be used for load shedding or shifting, thus providing an
additional degree of freedom in terms of grid reliability. While it is possible
for each customer to administer the EMS in the home, it is also possible for a
provider to control customer’s loads directly through the local EMS. A typi-
cal HAN consists of everyday smart domestic loads connected to the energy
distribution network through the smart meter. The loads register with the
EMS which monitors, controls and coordinates their operations. Figure 3.2
illustrates a simple DR model over the power line network showing exchange
of price and control signals between utility and home EMS.
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3.2 Model Evaluation
3.2.1 Methodology
In order to evaluate the proposed model, a field geometry is created such that
smart meters are separated by (10m, 10m) in the x-y Cartesian plane, yielding
an Euclidean distance of 14.142 m between any two adjacent meters. Then
the performance of two basic applications namely, meter reading and price
notification are examined using BPLC in the AMI network. To identify the
performance gain, the proposed clustered network is compared with flat [31]
AMI network1.
3.2.2 Simulation Setup
This section presents the simulation setup used in this study. As the investi-
gation of AMI network requires cross-layer approach, the multicarrier modu-
lation and media access specifications in IEEE 1901 are adopted for the PHY
and MAC layers respectively. At network layer, the AMI is modelled as an IP
network in which valid network addresses are assigned to the smart meters,
DC and concentrator. Although other network simulators such as OMNeT++
or OPNET are feasible, NS-3 has been chosen for two reasons: (i) cable models
that take into account their electrical properties are available (new ones can be
created) in the power line channel model provided in [108] which can be inte-
grated into mainstream NS-3, a free network simulator. This power line chan-
nel model is based on TL theory, (ii) within NS-3 environment, upper layer
protocols (IP, transport, application) can run on top of the PHY/MAC pro-
vided in the PLC module to investigate complete PLC systems and smart grid
applications. The provided PLC module supports BPLC and NPLC which can
be modified to meet IEEE 1901 (Homeplug) and 1901.2 specifications.
Power line is a time-, frequency- and location-variant channel. Accord-
ingly, impedance can be fixed, time-variant and/or frequency-dependent [70].
For simplicity, a fixed line impedance is applied for the duration of meter
reading and DR activities. The AMI is simulated using some libraries pro-
vided in [108]. Integrating some of the C++ libraries, the respective networks
1In this thesis, a flat AMI is regarded as one in which the smart meters communicate
directly with the concentrator.
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are consequently designed to emulate topologies shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2
using Wi-Fi and NPLC and BPLC (with reduced data rate) in the last mile.
In each of these networks, BPLC is employed at the backhaul. The complete
AMI simulation parameters is given in Tables 3.1-3.3.
Table 3.1: PLC parameters
BPLC NPLC
Frequency 1.8-30 MHz 1-500 KHz
Line impedance 50 Ω (fixed) 50 Ω (fixed)
Number of OFDM subcarriers 1155 (917 active) 511 (384 active)
Subcarrier spacing 24.41 KHz 976.6 Hz
Symbol length 41 µs 1024 µs
Modulation BPSK BPSK
Bits per symbol 1 1
Background noise PSD -80 dBm/Hz -80 dBm/Hz
MAC (NAN only) CSMA/CA CSMA/CA
Table 3.2: Wi-Fi parameters
Specification 802.11b
Propagation loss model Log distance
MTU 2200 bytes
Receiver gain Constant position
Maximum transmission unit (MTU)
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Table 3.3: AMI applications parameters
Meter reading 480 bytes
Peak price signal 60 bytes
Number of smart meters 150
Distance between smart meters 14.142 m
Upload window 30 minutes
In Table 3.3, the 30 minutes window has been selected to reflect the half
hourly reading upload defined in the smart metering implementation guide-
line for UK [98]. The IEEE 1901 prescribes carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) and TDMA at MAC layer. While the smart
meters use CSMA/CA to access the power line channel, TDMA provides
contention-free data transmission, [109, 110]. As TDMA is deterministic, in
this work, only CSMA/CA has been used to observe the network perfor-
mance in a contention-based NAN which represents a near-extreme situa-
tions where all meters attempt to upload or download data at the same time.
In addition, the range of measured background noise varies widely in liter-
ature [111], [112] and -80 dBm/Hz applies in this chapter. Also, impulsive
noise is considered in the simulation as random pulses with peak power,
inter-arrival time and duration of -40 dBm, 0-2 ms and 0-1 ms, respectively.
The metering application traffic is modelled as client-server communication,
utilising user datagram protocol (UDP) at transport layer. The sever applica-
tion is installed on the SMDM server while the client is installed on the smart
meters. That way, the smart meters send their readings, and as a response
the SMDM server returns per flow acknowledgement to each smart meter,
indicating the number of packets received in the flow.
Generally, the choice of TCP or UDP is a matter of trade-off between ef-
ficiency (throughput and delay) on one hand, and delivery guarantees with
flow control on the other. However, given that transmission of metering in-
formation is typically characterised by short transactions that do not require
persistent connection between SMDM servers and the smart meters, it may be
more beneficial to employ UDP, nevertheless both protocols applicable. In the
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case of DR, since peak price advertisement is multicast traffic which does not
elicit acknowledgement, it is simply modelled as a UDP-based application in
which the client (installed on DR server) sends price signals to the UDP server
(installed on smart meters). UDP is generally beneficial for services in which
per-packet in-band acknowledgement and error-correction are unnecessary or
can be done at the application layer. This relieves the application of the extra
overhead associated with error-correction and flow control at transport layer.
In other words, by encoding error-control into the metering software, using
UDP, the smart metering application can communicate reliably without in-
curring the retransmission delay and other performance constraints imposed
by TCP congestion control mechanisms. Using basic performance indices, the
AMI is assessed in terms of latency, successful upload/downloads and re-
liability. In principle, communication latency comprises mainly of queuing
delay and wireline delay. The connection between the concentrator and the
utility data centre (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) is modelled as a high capacity link (fi-
bre optic) with 2 ms latency. The queuing delay is directly proportional to the
buffer size of the intervening DC and concentrator, and the wireline delay is
determined by data rate of the power line channel. In general, communication





Given application size S (in bits) with P number of packets and total protocol






where C is the link capacity in bps. The latency per switch is given by
Delay = Dqueueing +Dwireline (3.3)
Dqueueing is the time interval between when a packet arrive a switch (DC or
concentrator) and when it is transmitted. Without traffic prioritisation, (3.3)
applies to all switching devices on the communication path. Therefore the
total latency experienced by the AMI applications is given by





where n is the number of switches such that 0 < i ≤ n. Equations (3.1) -
(3.4) hold true for all first-in, first-out (FIFO) schedulers where packets are
scheduled for transmission in the order they arrive. As a measure of per-
formance, the packet delivery ratio in this work is defined as the percentage
of the packets successfully acknowledged during the meter reading upload
window.
3.3 Results and Performance Analysis
In this section, the simulation results are presented and analysed2. As seen
in Figure 3.1, this work employs a clustered architecture in which data from
smart meters are locally aggregated by the DC. Rather than individual trans-
mission to the concentrator, this simplified approach empowers the DC to
upload reading for many or all households in a single flow in the case of
periodic reading. This is considered more efficient and beneficial for smart
meters at the far end of the service area. While maintaining BPLC at the
backhaul, each of Wi-Fi, NPLC and BPLC is employed in the last mile and the
performance of the application in each case is evaluated.
3.3.1 Network Reliability
In reality, applications respond differently to network characteristics. For in-
stance, to download a 500 MB firmware unto a smart meter, a relatively slower
but reliable link is preferable to ensure completeness rather than a fast but
intermittent link. Conversely, near real-time applications such as outage no-
tification, peak price or other alarm signals would generally favour fast links
given that their sizes are smaller and the probability of packet loss is small too.
Therefore, completeness is a key performance indicator for smart metering.
To demonstrate this, we investigate reliability of the network by computing
PDRs and successful transmission for various packet sizes.
2Note that the results contained in this chapter are mostly published in [31]
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Figure 3.3: Variation of meter reading upload with cluster size
A successful upload is considered as one in which 100% of transmitted
packets are received and acknowledged by the SMDM within a window of
30 minutes. Figure 3.3 illustrates the number of successful uploads of meter
reading as the cluster size is varied from 1 to 150. It is worthy to note that
the specification of BPLC deployed at the last mile is same as the backhaul.
This result implicitly means that BPLC can also support a flat architecture
where each smart meter connects directly with the concentrator. The figure
also reveals that when used in the last mile, BPLC adequately meets traffic
requirements of smart metering. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the relationship
between the number of smart meters and packet delivery.
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Figure 3.4: Packet delivery ratio as a function of network load in smart me-
tering























Figure 3.5: Comparing lost packets in Wi-Fi, BPLC and PLC NPLC in smart
metering
The 802.11 specification supports maximum payload of 2304 bytes (before
encryption). Basic encryption such as Wi-Fi protected access with advanced
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encryption standard WPA AES adds an extra 16 bytes of header. Hence, MTU
of 2320 bytes is configurable on 802.11, 2200 bytes was applied in this study.
Whereas BPLC supports 1500 bytes, 1280 bytes was applied to enable it trans-
mit complete IPv6 packets without fragmentation. The higher MTU of Wi-Fi
should ordinarily enable larger amount of data in each flow, Figures 3.3 - 3.5
show that apart from MTU, data rate affects packet delivery. This is further
affirmed by the wide disparity between Wi-Fi and NPLC. Theoretically, NPLC
delivers maximum of 500 kbps at PHY layer, and the model used in this work
provided 363.233 kbps, whereas Wi-Fi used 2 Mbps. In terms of performance,
it can also be inferred from the results that the reliability degrades as the
cluster size increases. This is reasonable as a higher number of smart meters
implies more network load and contention within the NAN.
Nevertheless, based on the network configuration employed, it is evident
that Wi-Fi, BPLC and NPLC can effectively support smart metering in cluster
sizes up to 30. It is therefore natural to assume that with appropriate clus-
ter sizing, BPLC can potentially provide the backhaul connectivity for smart
metering, irrespective of the last mile. The AMI is generally a low data en-
vironment (except firmware upgrade), with advanced error correction, more
flexibility, robust modulation and coding schemes, real networks can achieve
better performance than the basic one discussed here.

























Figure 3.6: Successful peak price downloads versus number of smart meters
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Peak price signalling is also investigated, and the result is presented in
Figure 3.6. Since price information is time-bounded, price signals are usu-
ally less than 100 bytes [48, 53] to facilitate timely delivery. DR application
size of 60 bytes is applied in this study. The concentrator receives peak price
messages and forwards them to the DC. Since the DC shares a network with
other smart meters, it simply forwards the price signal as multicast. From
the results presented in Figure 3.6, it follows that if all other conditions are
unchanged, BPLC backhaul is adequate to support peak price broadcast from
DR server to smart meters. Though the degree of success differs among the
three communication systems in the lastmile, what is clear is that given a
clustered AMI, BPLC is not a bottleneck and can reliably support smart me-
tering at potentially lower cost than traditional backhaul solutions such as
fibre optics.
3.3.1.1 Communication Latency
Using the same network of 150 smart meters, here we evaluate the average
latency performance of packets as they traverse from the smart meters to
the SMDM server and vice versa. The BPLC in the backhaul and last mile
employed 1.8-30 MHz with 19.7204 Mbps PHY rate. A modest binary phase
shift keying (BPSK) has been employed in this study, in real implementation,
the backhaul may employ a higher order modulation scheme to deliver higher
data rate. To simulate completeness of metering information, we model meter
readings as UDP echo traffic and consequently investigate various forms of
delays associated with smart metering and DR applications. The results are
presented in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Smart metering round-trip latency versus number of smart meters

























Figure 3.8: Peak price one-way delay versus number of smart meters
Within the 30 minutes window, SMDM is expected to return acknowledge-
ment and only acknowledged uploads are counted as successful. Although
NPLC exhibited an impressive performance in Figure 3.3, this is at the ex-
pense of high latency as observed in Figure 3.7. However, Figures 3.7 and 3.8,
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indicate that even with the low rate modulation of BPLC in last mile and back-
haul in a clustered network, it still provides a backhaul that meets the strict
delay requirement of peak price signalling. The main observation thus far is
that, BPLC has demonstrated capacity to convey metering traffic between the
NAN and the provider’s network.
3.3.1.2 Effect of Packet Size on Latency
It can been observed from Figures 3.3 and 3.6 that the three communication
systems in the last mile achieved 100% packet delivery for cluster size 10-30.
Given this level of reliability, the aim in this section is to determine whether
there are other factors that could affect performance, and, if they exist, inves-
tigate to what extent they can offset system performance. We therefore select
cluster sizes 10, 20 and 30 and study the effect of packet sizes on latency.
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(a) 10 smart meters



























(b) 20 smart meters

























(c) 30 smart meters
Figure 3.9: Variation of metering round-trip delay with application size
It is observed in Figure 3.9 that while large packet size transfers more data
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per time given that overhead is fixed, it does not guarantee timely delivery
of the packets. The impact of large packet size is worse in channels with low
data rate as large packet occupy the channel for a longer duration than small
ones. On the other hand, sending many small messages is less efficient as
the overhead is duplicated in all packets; however, smaller packets are faster
to deliver, resulting in lower latency, and are less prone to error. Figure 3.9
clearly shows that the performance gap between Wi-Fi and NPLC widens as
the application packet size increases. It is therefore recommended that, in
meeting QoS requirements of AMI traffic, efficiency should be matched with
latency to determine application size. From the point of view of backhaul,
these figures show that BPLC is capable of meeting these requirements.
3.3.1.3 Probability of Packet Delivery
In this section, while clustered and flat (without DC) networks are compared,
the impacts of aggregation is discussed and the effects of DC position on
probability of packet delivery (PPD) is also examined. PPD is defined here
as the ratio of received to transmitted packets in a given flow. Since this
quantity bears direct consequences on application, it is adopted as a measure
of network reliability. Figure 3.10 illustrates the PPD performances of Wi-Fi,
BPLC and NPLC in flat and clustered networks. As can be seen in the figure,
for cluster sizes below 50 smart meters, Wi-Fi and BPLC are not affected by the
DC. This is reasonably true given their capacities to push more data through
the network compared with NPLC.
In clustered design, Wi-Fi exhibited an improvement (with respect to flat
achitechure) in packet delivery by approximately 0.4% with 80 smart meters
and 0.6% with 110 smart meters respectively. With BPLC, the performance
gain from the DC is most evident at cluster sizes 100 to 150 smart meters.
One plausible explanation is that as the number of smart meters increases,
the contention for network resources also increases. Therefore, the chances
of smart meters at the far end of the cluster to successfully deliver packet
within the allotted time diminishes which translates to coverage limitation.
The benefit of a DC in this case is to help enhance packet delivery and improve
network coverage. In the case of NPLC, performance fluctuates with different
cluster sizes. The maximum improvement of 1% is observed at cluster size
30 while the highest penalty of -2.5% is observed at 120 smart meters. Apart
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from 130, for clusters between 60 and 150 smart meters, DC adversely affected
the PPD. It is worthy to note that although DC, being a relay, contributes
to network latency, its benefit is still visible because despite the additional
latency, end-to-end delay falls within acceptable limits.
Number of smart meters
































Figure 3.10: Probability of packet delivery of flat and clustered AMI
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of DC position on PPD performance when
NPLC lastmile is used.
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relay at begining of cluster
relay at middle of cluster
without relay
Figure 3.11: Variation of PPD performance with DC (relay) position
The expanded views of Figure 3.11 are provided in Figure 3.12
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(a) Expanded view with 30-50 smart meters
Number of smart meters


























relay at begining of cluster
relay at middle of cluster
without relay
(b) Expanded view with 50-70 smart meters
Number of smart meters





























relay at begining of cluster
relay at middle of cluster
without relay
(c) Expanded view with 100-150 smart meters
Figure 3.12: DC position on PPD (with NPLC last mile)
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As seen in this Figures 3.11, the effect of DC is negative for cluster sizes up
to 20 smart meters, hence aggregation is not recommended for small cluster
sizes, except where the smart meters are widely dispersed and direct commu-
nication with concentrator is not feasible. It can also be seen in Figure 3.12
that with the DC at the beginning of the cluster, PPD improves at 30, 50, 100
and 150 cluster sizes. The maximum improvement occurred at 30, where PPD
increased by approximately 1%. With the DC at the middle of the cluster,
PPD improved at 30, 50, 70 and 130, the maximum occurred at 130 where it
rose by approximately 3%. These improvements in probabilities could poten-
tially increase the number of successful reading uploads by smart meters and
improve coverage.
3.3.2 Network Energy Efficiency
For large service areas found in many European cities, single-hop communi-
cation may not be adequate to satisfy the QoS requirements of smart metering
or DR applications. Expectedly, the meters at the extreme ends of the field
will be most affected by distance-related losses. Due to attenuation of signal
power, a packet can be lost, corrupted, malformed or incorrectly received by
the next hop switch, (DC or concentrator). In any of these cases, the perfor-
mance of the application will be affected and the energy spent in transmitting
the packet will be wasted as well. In order to optimally satisfy application
QoS requirements, two options are feasible.
• Option 1: Introduce network relays. This reduces distance- related losses
and since the switches are repeaters, regenerating the signals, link qual-
ities such as PDR and throughput generally improve. However, this
improvement comes at the expense of higher power consumption by the
intermediary switches.
• Option 2: Improve packet delivery. As seen in Figures 3.4, 3.5 and
3.10, employing BPLC in the last mile can reduce the end-to-end packet
losses. In the LV domain, electrical cables run from transformers in the
secondary substation to neighbourhoods, branching off to individual
homes. Since power line is a shared medium, if multiple users transmit
simultaneously, signals from one home may interfere with another. As
the number of concurrent transmissions increases in the neighbourhood,
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the chances of interference also increases [113]. The larger bandwidth of
BPLC (1 - 100 MHz implementation) [50] enables it to avoid some fre-
quency bands without compromising the data rate [8,50,114,115]. This
resilience makes a huge difference between NPLC and BPLC in terms of
effective, latency, throughput and PDR which are important communi-
cation qualities.
The clustered AMI proposed in this chapter combines the features of these op-
tions by exploiting the network topology to improve PPD without dedicated
relays. Adopting the expressions in [116], for readings transmitted from a
smart meter to the concentrator, the end-to-end packet loss probability can
generally be written as









whereH is the set of switches between the smart meters and the concentrator;
d =1 if meter and the concentrator are in the same cluster and 0 otherwise.
ηa, ηrj , ηl are packet-error rate (PER) for the intra-cluster, inter-cluster and
last-hop. For each hop, the PER is given by
η = 1− (1−BER)δ (3.6)
where BER is the bit-error-rate of the power line channel and δ is the packet
size (in bits). Given a power line network characterised by total noise power
PN , in order to maintain an acceptable level of SNR at the receiver, the trans-
mit power required by the signal can be expressed as
PT = SNR(dB) + PN + PL (3.7)
where PL is the lost power due to attenuation. Hence, it is clear from (3.6)
- (3.7) that in order to obtain the minimum transmit power that satisfies the
SNR requirement (at the receiver side), the packet loss must be minimised.
Therefore, using energy efficiency as a metric of performance, improvement
in PPD translates to reduction in the transmit power requirements of end-to-
end packet delivery over the PLC network.
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3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter investigated BPLC as a backhaul for AMI and discussed its
prospects. Simulation results have shown that BPLC is a promising backhaul
technique for AMI applications, with energy-saving potentials. The main out-
come of this study is that, with clustered architecture packet losses can be
reduced. One key benefit seen in the results is that using a local aggregator
(DC), network coverage can potentially be improved by at least 3% relative to
flat AMI (this follows from about 3% increase in PPD). The result also showed
that for small cluster sizes of 1-20 smart meters, the use of DC can be a dis-
advantage. Therefore the scheme is not recommended for small cluster sizes
except for geographically dispersed meters.
Chapter 4
Low-Power PLC for Energy
Management Systems
The HAN is perhaps of most interest to consumers and is equally cru-cial to the success of the smart grid program. In order to leverage the
mass market offered by energy management in homes, a new generation of
low-power communication systems is actively needed. Among other quali-
ties, such communication systems must be pervasive throughout the home.
Although PLC technology has evolved in the last two decades, its adapta-
tion for constrained networks is not fully charted and untapped potentials
still exists. This chapter explores an experimental adaptation of IPv6 over
LoWPAN (6LoWPAN) features in PLC networks for monitoring and control
applications within the in-building micro-grid. This low-power PLC system is
referred to as 6LoPLC whose performance is evaluated in a HEMS network.
Thus, the essence of this chapter is to demonstrate 6LoPLC as alternative
and complimentary low-power technology for environments with a strong
diversity of appliances or multi-dwelling units where a single wireless solu-
tion may not meet the network requirements. The model was developed in
NS-3 and in validating it, two basic HEMS applications namely light control
and temperature sensing are investigated. The results1 show that 6LoPLC is
promising and can satisfy the QoS requirements of typical HEMS applica-
tion traffic within acceptable limits, provided application data size does not
exceed 64 bytes. The results further reveal that to optimally balance energy
savings with transceiver cost, differential binary phase shift keying (DBPSK)
1Most of the results discussed in this chapter are published in [80]
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modulation scheme should be employed. This chapter is organised as follows.
Section 4.1 begins with a general discussion of HEMS, followed by a descrip-
tion of the proposed 6LoPLC and brief analysis of the hardware used in the
experimental part of the study. In section 4.2, modalities for evaluating 6Lo-
PLC is presented. In particular, the experimental set-up, derivation of model
parameters and NS-3 simulation environment are discussed. Performance of
6LoPLC system is analysed in section 4.3 based on measurements and sim-
ulation result while the main conclusions of this study are highlighted. in
section 4.4.
4.1 Home Energy Management System
It was seen in Chapter 3 that the AMI sub-system provides infrastructural
connection between the consumer domain and the power utility’s network.
The DR programs (outlined in Section 2.1.6), coupled with the rapid devel-
opment of technology and profitable feed-in tarrif are empowering customers
for flexible demands [117] and to gain control over the way energy is pro-
duced and consumed [118,119]. In view of this, more DERs such as PV plants
are increasingly being installed by home users to produce few kW to meet
their energy requirements and sell excess to the market [119]. This duality
of role is termed prosuming. As the deployment of DERs become common
in homes, sophisticated monitoring and control are required to maximise the
economic incentives arising from local generation and grid-balancing at peak
periods. These can be realised through the integration of smart in-home ap-
pliances [120], DG systems and DS systems to form a HEMS. The HEMS
functions as an integrated system to monitor the generation, storage and con-
sumption of electricity in the home [121]. HEMS provides utilization status
of appliances as well as activities of the DG and DS assets [121]. The role of
the HEMS controller is to monitor and coordinate the operations of the loads
and DERs in the most efficient ways [122,123].
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Figure 4.1: HEMS model showing various types of in-home loads.
Figure 4.1 illustrates a simple HEMS network showing the connection be-
tween smart in-home appliances and the controller. With such level of moni-
toring in the HAN, energy consumption data from all household devices can
be collected and made available in near real-time to remote stations such as
laptops and smart phones via different communication links. It was reported
in [124,125] that such awareness of energy usage by consumers can improve
efficiency by as much as 12-15%. To maximize their benefits from the time-
varying electricity price, residential users will continue to deploy HEMS to
manage their heavy loads such as PEVs on one hand and monitor local gen-
eration on the other. Therefore, massive deployment of HEMS is imminent
and this can potentially open new market opportunities such as demand for
low-power PLC systems for low data-rate applications. Like other control net-
works, the design philosophy behind HEMS is that in-home smart appliances
add more value when they are integrated and function as a network, than
autonomous deployment of individual entities. In such case, the resulting
network is as resilient as the underlying communication technology enabling
it.
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4.1.1 IPv6-enabled Low-Power PLC (6LoPLC)
In HEMS, ZigBee is one of the widely-deployed low-power communication
technologies, with solutions such as SEP 1.x and SEP 2.0 available on the mar-
ket. Of course, there are use-cases where ZigBee is arguably preferred above
others (e.g., battery thermostats, gas metering and water metering), there are
also HEMS applications where the PLC solution is more appropriate (e.g.,
sensing of power quality, load control, PEV management, DG/DS manage-
ment, etc.). Rather than debate the merits or otherwise of low-power wireless
system for HEMS applications, this thesis accepts the substantial work al-
ready done in that area and extends some of its capabilities into power line
networks. This should inspire a new wave of complimentary or alternate com-
munication systems for HEMS applications. For example, wireless commu-
nication in buildings with metallic walls, cellars and underground structures
can be severely challenging and often results in blind spots (locations where
the wireless signal is weak or absent). PLC is specifically suitable for such
situations and generally appealing for HEMS, not only because it is pervasive
in most homes, but it also provides the scalability and availability needed by
HEMS applications.
4.1.2 Hanadu PLC Transceivers
The purpose of this section is to briefly describe the hardware used in the ex-
perimental phase of this study. The hardware is called Hanadu2. The Hanadu
PLC transceivers consist of low-power PLC chips which specify the PHY and
MAC layers, coupled with 6LoWPAN and upper layer protocols at network,
transport and application layers. The hardware and its emulation are based
on department of defence (DoD) four-layer TCP/IP reference model, widely
used in practical systems. The protocol mapping between TCP/IP suite and
the implemented model, which includes 6LoPLC at the adaptation layer in
accordance with RFC 2460, is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
2Low-power PLC evaluation hardware code-named “Hanadu” was developed by Xsilon
Ltd- an industrial partner in a recently-concluded EPSRC-funded project with MMU
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Figure 4.2: Protocol stack showing 6LoPLC.
Although, the evaluation systems employ 0-32 MHz, which is within the
BPLC spectrum, in contrast with the conventional BPLC system (such as
Homeplug), it was designed for low-rate in-home monitoring and control
applications, such as smart lighting. Furthermore, the evaluation systems are
based on OFDM, and the tone map is such that the 32-MHz spectrum is di-
vided into 128 sub-carriers. Each sub-carrier occupies a bandwidth of 250
kHz, such that if further divided into five bands, approximately half the sig-
nal energy is contained in the middle band. Hence, for each carrier, the centre
frequency is:
f c =
(f l + fh)
2
, (4.1)
where fl is the lower frequency bound and fh is the upper frequency bound.
To avoid interference with nearby radio transmissions and reduce inter
symbol interference, only 86 channels are utilised, notching out broadcast
and amateur radio frequencies (e.g., 28-29.875 MHz). As seen in Figure 4.2,
evaluation hardware retains the 802.15.4 MAC sublayer and replaces the PHY
with the 2-30 MHz power line PHY, thus transforming it into a PLC system.
The test bed used for evaluating the 6LoPLC consists of three types of entities:
lighting, communication system and application. While the lighting is made
of an light-emitting diode (LED) fixture powered by 24 V DC, the Hanadu
units provide the communication over power lines to convey control signals
from the HEMS controller to the lamp and response in the opposite direc-
tion. In terms of protocol, the lighting and sensing applications are based on
constrained application protocol (CoAP). CoAP was developed by IETF for
resource-constrained nodes and networks (RFC 7252), such as the low data
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rate sensor and lamp discussed in this work. Due to the high communica-
tion overhead associated with hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), CoAP was
developed to offer web services similar to HTTP, but with lower overhead by
employing an asynchronous message exchange that relies on a data-oriented
transport protocol [126]. Hence, the evaluation system and simulations are
based on UDP, since CoAP natively supports it. In terms of use-cases, CoAP
was intended for smart energy, building automation and control applications,
which are in tune with this study as well.
4.2 6LoPLC System Evaluation
4.2.1 Methodology
This section describes the procedure carried out in evaluating 6LoPLC. The
evaluation was carried in two parts; experimental measurements and mod-
elling. Three units of evaluation hardware were available for the experiment,
which limited the number of HEMS scenarios that could be studied in real
network. To bridge the gap, a representative model is first developed in NS-3
to emulate the test bed. Following the necessary calibrations and validation
of the model with experimental measurements, various HEMS configurations
are then studied to cater for scenarios and configurations that cannot be in-
vestigated on the test bed.
4.2.2 Experimental Set-up and Measurement
The measurements in this section were carried in the power line network illus-
trated in Figure 2.8. The power lines converge at the consumer unit located in
main lab where the network is segmented into four circuits. All experiments
were carried out in the main lab during which connections to 2nd floor lab1
and 5th floor lab1 were isolated within the consumer unit. The simplified
network layout is presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental PLC network in the main lab
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(a) The main functional components
(b) The communication among system components
Figure 4.4: Evaluation testbed for 6LoPLC
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The measurement set-up used in this work is presented in Figure 4.4. Us-
ing the three units of evaluation PLC modems available, a HEMS network was
setup such that the CoAP client is installed on the HEMS controller while the
server is installed on the nodes (lamp and sensor). The CoAP client provides
the mechanism for sending control commands and monitoring requests. For
example, the CoAP client can request from the nodes, the energy consumed
by the device connected to their attached sockets and can also send the control
signal to alter the luminance of the LED lamp over the power line network.
In the case of the temperature polling, when the client requests the ambi-
ent temperature from the sensor, the CoAP server (on the sensor) encodes
the measured temperature into a CoAP message and returns it as response
to the controller. Therefore, the role of the CoAP application is to provide
an embedded web interface to interactively send control signals and receive
measurements from the nodes. In both cases of the sensor and lamp, the
CoAP server communicates with the respective engines through universal
asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) commands, as shown in Figure
4.4b. The test bed is such that the monitoring (temperature, energy sensing)
and control signalling are triggered manually. These are necessary to allow
deep visibility into system behaviour. In real deployments, polling of sensor
data will be automated based on a predefined schedule, while control will be
on-demand.
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Figure 4.5: Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) interface showing the
monitoring (sensor) and control (lamp) windows.
The interactions between the CoAP client and server is illustrated in Figure
4.5, showing some system-level information about communication activities
between the HEMS controller and the lamp. For example, the log messages
show that a control command was used to increase the luminance of the lamp
from 63 to 74%, such low-level information are useful for system maintenance
and support. Furthermore, samples of connectivity test results are presented
in Figure 4.6 showing the communication between HEMS controller and the
lamp using application data sizes 64 and 256 bytes. It should be noted that
these values strictly represent the payload only as Internet control message
protocol (ICMP) messages incur an overhead of 8 bytes as observed in the
Figure 4.6.
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(a) Latency with payload size of 64 bytes
(b) Latency with payload size of 256 bytes
Figure 4.6: Samples of two-way delay
4.2.3 System Parameterisation and Traffic Analysis
To successfully develop a network model for the HEMS, it is necessary to
understand not only the PLC transceiver system parameters but also the ap-
plication traffic characteristics. The idea of this section is therefore to extract
network traffic parameters from the test bed and apply them to develop the
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network model in NS-3. One modem (connected to the HEMS controller)
and two others (used as nodes) are employed in this section. We begin by
setting up a PLC network between the controller and one of the nodes desig-
nated as the LED-lamp. In contrast with filament-based lights, the LED-lamp
fixture used in this work is a full-fledged network node with valid network
properties such as the IPv6 address; same applies to the sensor. For experi-
mental purposes, the lamp is deployed as the light source whose intensity is
controlled over the power line network. To view the bi-directional commu-
nication, Wireshark, an open source packet sniffer was installed on a Linux
laptop and connected to the Ethernet port of the HEMS controller to moni-
tor the end-to-end communication traffic. A sample of the traffic analysis is
presented in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: HEMS traffic analysis with Wireshark
Figure 4.7 was obtained by sending a command from the HEMS controller
to change the intensity of the light using the IPv6 addresses of the HEMS con-
troller and the lamp as the message source and destination, respectively. The
traffic analysis in Figure 4.7 reveals some important characteristics of the con-
trol messages and acknowledgement exchanged between the controller and
the lamp. For example, it reveals the size of control messages, the transport
layer protocol, the network layer protocol, the application layer protocol and
the UDP port number used during the communication. This set of informa-
tion combined with the PLC specifications and other system parameters are
used in the NS-3 model discussed in the next section. The key system param-
eters are summarised in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: System information comprising of communication and application
parameters
Parameter Value
Available spectrum 0 - 32 MHz
Used bandwidth 2 - 28 MHz
Impedance 50 Ω (fixed)
Number of OFDM carriers 128 (86 active)
Carrier spacing 250 kHz
Symbol length 4 µs
Modulation DBPSK
Bits per carrier 1




Distance between sockets 2.5 m
Transmission line length between nodes 5.5 m
MTU 127 bytes (power line)
Application parameters include control message (controller - lamp) 30
bytes, response (lamp - controller) 8 bytes and monitoring message (controller
- sensor) 28 bytes as well as response (sensor - controller) 15 bytes. It should
be noted that these application sizes are payloads only.
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4.2.4 NS-3 Model for HEMS Network
Three units of evaluation hardware were used on the test bed hence, limited
HEMS application scenarios could be studied on the real network. To bridge
the gap, this section describes the network model developed to represent the
HEMS in NS-3. A simulation approach similar to [127] is employed, but with
some modifications. Rather than MATLAB and OMNeT++ utilised in [127],
MATLAB is combined with NS-3 in this work. As the mainstream NS-3 is
devoid of the power line channel, this work adopts the power line channel
provided in [108] which is based on TL theory. Although the module sup-
ports BPLC and NPLC, only the BPLC spectrum is employed in this chapter.
For simplicity, fixed line impedance is applied for the duration of monitoring
and control events. With NS-3, upper layer protocols (IP, transport, applica-
tion) can run on top of the PHY/MAC provided in the PLC module to inves-
tigate complete PLC networks. However, since the communication networks
under investigation are intended for low-rate application, an adaptation layer
is included in the system model. As with the evaluation kits, the adaptation
layer is agnostic of the underlying PHY and MAC layers. It is designed to
support any standard lower layer protocols. This model employs IPv6 at the
network layer. IP is generally attractive in service-oriented networks such as
HEMS because: (i) it aids the integration of existing appliances, (ii) it ren-
ders the overlaying network non-disruptive during architecture change, (iii)
it is agnostic of the low layers protocols; this helps to seamlessly integrate a
variety of link layer technologies, and finally, it eliminates the use of the ap-
plication gateway to translate across protocols, which promotes convergence
and reduces the cost of implementation.
Multicasting will be beneficial in some HEMS applications (such as tem-
perature sensing) such that a CoAP server monitors its attached sensor and
sends out observations to all connected CoAP clients over IPv6 multicast ad-
dress. However, since guidelines for group communication for CoAP (RFC
7390) is still at experimental phase and has not attained full RFC status, all
communications in the simulation and test bed are based on unicast. Accord-
ing to IETF RFC 2460 (page 23-24), the IPv6 specification requires that every
link provides an MTU of 1280 bytes or more. The 6LoWPAN was developed
for constrained wireless networks to support an MTU size of 127 bytes at
the MAC layer; hence, a complete IPv6 packet of 1280 bytes cannot fit into
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a single LoWPAN frame. In order to meet the IPv6 minimum MTU require-
ment and facilitate two-way communication with conventional IPv6-capable
networks, IETF developed RFC 4944 [128] for transmission of IPv6 packets
over IEEE 802.15.4 networks. The standard recommends an adaptation layer
below the network layer for fragmentation and reassembly of frames. The
realisation that IEEE 802.15.4 networks (LoWPANs) share certain PHY/MAC
characteristics with PLC renders them attractive to be adapted for low-power,
low-rate communication over power lines. In line with that, the NS-3 model
applies 6LoPLC (6LoWPAN in PLC) at the adaptation layer as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2 while OFDM with DBPSK and CSMA/CA are applied at PHY and
MAC respectively.
As this work is exploratory in nature, first, we emulate the HEMS in
NS-3 and investigate the network performance for the given values of back-
ground noise. However, since diverse types of appliances are typically found
in homes, the effects of impulsive noise on HEMS system is also of inter-
est in this work as impulsive noise imposes performance constraints on PLC
systems. Therefore, the SNR generated in NS-3 is fed into MATLAB to eval-
uate the BER performance as a function of SNR. As discussed in Chapter 2,
the key characteristics of impulsive noise are impulse amplitude, inter-arrival
time and duration of impulse. To capture these realities, two random number
generators (rng) in NS-3 are employed to generate a random value within 1-
10, each. Thus, in each instantiation, the first generator creates a value within
1-10 s for the impulsive noise interval, and the second generator creates a
value within 1-10 ms for pulse duration. Impulsive noise power of 9.91 dBm
is employed as this was the peak value observed in the laboratory. Using these
values, an instance of impulsive noise characterised by inter-arrival time and
durations of 1-10 s and 1-10 ms, respectively, is then created to interfere with
the data signal. To ensure that the results of the same scenario are consistent
and reproducible, a fixed seed value is used in the rng in each simulation.
The results of the simulations are presented and discussed in the next section.
4.3 Results and Performance Analysis
This section presents and discusses the performance of the system under con-
sideration in various scenarios. The scenarios include monitoring of ambient
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temperature using sensors and light control over power line. Using the pa-
rameters in Table 4.1, as well as adopting 6LoPLC, extensive simulations were
conducted to assess the performance of the basic HEMS applications (moni-
toring of temperature and lamp control) over the power line. The idea here is
to use the model developed, to assess various HEMS scenarios and use-cases
that cannot be easily investigated with the three units of hardware available.
4.3.1 Communications Delay
In order to evaluate the system performance, it is necessary to first validate
the developed network model upon which subsequent investigations will be
based. As with other communication networks, here delay is used as a basic
indicator of the network performance. The two types of delay considered here
are illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: A schematic showing the end-to-end delay.
This schematic illustrates the end-to-end delay between the HEMS con-
troller and the node (sensor or lamp). One-way latency denotes the time
taken to send a signal from the controller to a node or vice versa while the
return trip time (RTT) refers to the time taken to deliver the signal and receive
the acknowledgement or response from the node. As seen from Figure 4.8,
the network layer connection is established at the start of each session follow-
ing which monitoring/control messages are exchanged. Since the controller,
sensor and lamp are already encoded with CoAP messages of fixed length,
ping of various payload sizes are sent from the controller to the lamp, and the
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RTT in each case is measured. To ensure that the model adequately represents
the investigated HEMS network, simulation results are validated with those
measurements. A comparison of RTT from simulation and measurement is
presented in Figure 4.9.




























Figure 4.9: Model validation by comparing RTT from simulation with mea-
surement.
Figure 4.9 shows that the NS-3 model is in good agreement with the mea-
surements from the testbed. With a valid model now in place, diverse and
more complex scenarios are studied. The significance of such an exercise is
that understanding system performance in diverse scenarios and configura-
tions can potentially provide new insights into how to meet communication
requirements of current and future HEMS applications, as well as improve
the quality of experience (QoE) of the users. For instance, in Figure 4.9 the
steady rise in latency as the packet size increases is an indication that even
with a single appliance, latency can be degraded if the data size is large. As
monitoring and control operations typically involve several nodes, such as
sensors, the effect of network load on the performance of the 6LoPLC system
is also studied.
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Figure 4.10: One-way delay for the sensor and lamp
Figure 4.10 shows the variation of delay with HEMS network size over
6LoPLC. The figure illustrates two cases: receipt of data (temperature) from
the sensor and transmission of the control message to the lamp to increase
its luminance. In each case, performance without fragmentation and with
6LoPLC are considered. The main difference between these scenarios is that in
the case of 6LoPLC, the MTU size of the communication medium is 127 bytes
(in conformance with the adaptation layer), whereas without fragmentation,
the MTU size is at least 1280 bytes. These MTU values represent the largest
protocol data unit (PDU) that can be sent over the medium. In fact, without
fragmentation, the minimum value of MTU is 1280 bytes, which corresponds
to a full IPv6 packet.
While 1280 bytes is acceptable for in-home broadband services such as
home multi-media sharing, it may be a disadvantage in energy management
applications where data size is typically a few tens of bytes. It is therefore ex-
pected that future designs of PLC system for HEMS will include support for
low data rate. This is where the 6LoPLC system becomes beneficial. Its low
MTU of 127 bytes means the transceivers will incur lower processing power
per transmission. In this simulation, the payload of sensor data is 15 bytes,
while that of lamp control is 30 bytes (as encoded in the CoAP message).
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The figure shows that in both monitoring and lamp control, the one-way de-
lay increases as more home appliances are connected to the network. This is
expected, as additional appliances signifies more network load, which invari-
ably increases the end-to-end delay.
Although the adaptation layer is introduced to facilitate the low-rate com-
munication of home appliances in HEMS, as seen in Figure 4.10, there is
clearly a cost for that as packets are subjected to fragmentation. One-way
delay in Figure 4.10 is the time taken to send a message from the HEMS con-
troller to the lamp/sensor in one direction. Various network sizes ranging
from 1-50 smart appliances are investigated. As seen in the figure, although
6LoPLC allows us to adapt PLC for low-rate applications, such as HEMS, that
comes at a price in terms of additional delay, which could be up to 131.7512
ms in the case of lamp control signalling (controller - lamp) and 109.6414 ms
for monitoring (sensor - controller), however, these values are within within
typical ranges [129] and do not adversely affect the application performance.
As seen in Figure 4.3, the CoAP client is resident on a standard network
node (a laptop) with full IPv6 capability. The latency performance described
above is therefore logical, given that fragments received from the HEMS con-
troller have to wait in the buffer until all bits belonging to the same flow are
received before reassembly and further processes are carried out. The sig-
nificance of this result is that for planning and design purposes, apart from
application data size shown in Figure 4.9, large number of nodes per con-
troller can remarkably increase delay. Therefore, the network size of HEMS
must be carefully chosen to ensure the latency is within acceptable limits.
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(c) 50 smart appliances
Figure 4.11: Statistical distribution of one-way latency for various HEMS
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Figure 4.11 presents the box plots of latency distribution with 10, 20 and
50 appliances. It can be seen that as the number of appliances increases from
10 to 50 and data size increases to 256 bytes, the network becomes slower. For
example, in Figure 4.11b, with 20 appliances in the home, using data size of
64 bytes, although latency of 53 ms is possible, majority (75%) of the latency
in the data sample are 87 ms or more. This is most prominent in Figure 4.11c.
4.3.2 Network Capacity
This section investigates the maximum network capacity in terms of raw
throughput. The throughput measures the amount of data (sensor data, con-
trol message, luminance instruction and all communication overheads) suc-
cessfully delivered over the network per unit time. Figure 4.12 illustrates the
variation of system throughput with data size. This simulation is based on
one controller and one node.























Figure 4.12: System throughput as a function of application data size.
By increasing the network load from 256-9216 bytes (steps of 256 bytes),
the throughput increases until it attains its peak value and begins to drop.
That upper threshold signifies the maximum achievable throughput. Al-
though the evaluation kits are envisioned to provide a maximum data rate
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of 250 kbps (assumed to be symmetric), Figure 4.12 shows that at the appli-
cation layer, the hardware used in the test bed can deliver a maximum of
68.198 kbps and 76.2275 kbps in uplink and downlink, respectively. As an
illustration, in the 76 bytes contained in the sniffed packet (Figure 4.7), data
payload accounts for only 14 bytes (18.42%), and the rest is communication
overhead. Since the overhead (which represents 81.52% of the message) is
fixed and the payload is typically small, the current throughput is sufficient
for HEMS monitoring and control applications.
4.3.3 Network Reliability
HEMS is generally a low-rate system, but a minimum reliability of 99% [48] is
required to ensure that monitoring information from the sensor and control
message are delivered as needed. We investigate network reliability in terms
of PDR with various packet sizes and different network configurations. PDR
here is defined as the ratio of the received packets to the transmitted packets.
A packet is deemed to have been received when all of its bits have been
delivered to the destination service engine. This stateful approach ensures
that the upper layer processes only complete packets. The result is presented
in Figure 4.13.




















Figure 4.13: Packet delivery ratio vs number of nodes.
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As seen in Figure 4.13, all of the network sizes favour small application
data. From the design point of view and based on the system configuration
employed in this work, it is also observed that in a HEMS that comprises 50
smart appliances, in order to guarantee at least 99% packet delivery, the size
of the payload in the message exchanged between the nodes and controller
must be 64 bytes or less. This is because as packet size increases and more
appliances are connected to the HEMS network, the contention for network
resources also increases, and more packets are fragmented, all of which result
in lower PDR. Hence, larger data sizes tend to result in higher throughput
(Figure 4.12), but this often comes at the expense of lower reliability, as seen
in Figure 4.13.
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(a) 30 smart appliances
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(b) 40 smart appliances
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(c) 50 smart appliances
Figure 4.14: Distribution of lost packets for various HEMS
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Figure 4.14 illustrates the distribution of packet loss counts in HEMS with
30, 40 and 50 appliances. The number of lost packets increases with the net-
work size in each case. For each data size, the gap between the median and
the first quartile widens as the data size increases to 256 bytes.
4.3.4 Effects of Impulsive Noise
It was observed in Section 4.3.3 that in a network of 50 nodes, application size
must not exceed 64 bytes to guarantee at least 99% packet delivery. Using the
same network configuration here, we investigate the effect of impulsive noise
on the HEMS application performance using an application size ranging from
16-128 bytes. By varying the number of appliances on the HEMS network, this
section highlights the impacts of background and impulsive noise on the one-
way delay. The delay here is the time taken to deliver a request from the
controller to the node. By simulating different packet sizes, we cover both
monitoring and control types of traffic. The result is presented in Figure 4.15.





















16 bytes: background + impulsive
32 bytes: background
32 bytes: background + impulsive
64 bytes: background
64 bytes: background + impulsive
128 bytes: background
128 bytes: background + impulsive
Figure 4.15: Effect of impulsive noise on one-way delay.
Although it is generally known that impulsive noise degrades PLC system
performance, two key observations can be derived from Figure 4.15: (i) im-
pulsive noise degrades the latency performance of the HEMS, regardless of
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the application size; (ii) larger application data are more susceptible to degra-
dation, for example in the case of the 128-byte and 16-byte data sizes, the
degradation in latency is as high as 32.759 ms and 1.8977 ms, respectively, in
terms of additional delay caused by impulsive noise. These occur because as
impulsive noise degrades the power line channel in terms of signal-to-noise
ratio, more transmit power is needed to guarantee consistent error-free trans-
mission. In the absence of higher transmit power, the price to pay is higher
latency or outage in extreme case.
4.3.5 Power Line Channel Performance
This section discusses the BER performance of the power line channel em-
ployed in the current evaluation hardware. Two scenarios are considered: (i)
the BER of different modulation schemes; and (ii) the effects of impulsive
noise on BER. Figure 4.16 compares BER performance for different modula-
tion schemes with only coloured background noise.
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Figure 4.16: System BER performance as a function of SNR.
From the communications requirements outlined in [48], the HEMS ap-
plication requires 99.0%-99.99% reliability, which translates to a BER of 10−3
(median). This is the typical BER needed to guarantee the QoS of HEMS
application traffic. Generally, differential Phase Shift Keying schemes allow
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non-coherent detection [130–133]. Hence, phase-tracking circuits are not re-
quired at the receivers, which consequently reduces the design and imple-
mentation complexities, as well as the cost. The current 6LoPLC system is
based on DBPSK, and as seen in Figure 4.16, with coloured background noise
alone, the current hardware requires an SNR of 7.8150 dB to achieve a BER of
10−3. DBPSK is attractive because it supports non-coherent detection which
does not require carrier phase-tracking circuit at the receiver. This reduces
design complexity which can potentially reduce implementation cost. It can
also be seen that, to guarantee 99.9% reliability, SNRs of 10.4164 dB, 12.8197
dB and 18.5068 dB are required by quadrature PSK (QPSK), Differential QPSK
(DQPSK) and Differential 8-PSK (D8PSK) respectively. Therefore, compared
with QPSK-based systems, such as HomePlug Green PHY, this result shows
that a 2.6014 dB power saving can be achieved by employing DBPSK instead
of higher order PSK schemes. Although DQPSK and D8PSK can offer higher
data rates, employing them will potentially undermine the energy efficiency
of the system. Since HEMS applications typically require low data rates,
which can be satisfied by DBPSK, such a trade-off is not necessary. Next,
the effects of impulsive noise on BER are illustrated for various impulsive
noise probabilities in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: BER performance with various impulsive noise probabilities (p)
using DBPSK.
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Figure 4.17 shows the BER when the coloured background and impulsive
noise are present, where p represents the probability of the appearance of im-
pulsive noise. The figure illustrates BER performance with impulsive noise
probabilities of 0.001, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05. These values signify that impul-
sive noise occurs 0.1%, 1%, 2% and 5% of the time. As seen in the figure, to
achieve the same BER of 10−3 with p = 0.001, the SNR requirement increases
to 8.1266 dB for the current system, meaning that an additional 0.3116 dB of
transmit power is needed in the current hardware kits to combat the effect of
impulsive noise. Another inference from Figure 4.17 is that for higher proba-
bilities of impulsive noise, higher power levels are required at the transmitter.
For example, with a probability of 0.05, an SNR of 10.9381 dB is required to
achieve a BER of 10−3, translating to an additional 2.8115 dB, compared with
the probability of 0.001.
It should be noted that these results are specific to the hardware and model
employed in this study and may not fully apply to all HEMS scenarios. For
example, line impedance may vary and impulsive noise characteristics may
differ from those employed in this work, expectedly, these will affect the re-
sults. Again, as this work is exploratory, the measurements were conducted
in a lab specifically setup for this research in which the inter-socket distance
is 2.5m. As power line is prone to distance-related attenuation, it is also ac-
knowledged that 2.5 m may not uniformly apply to all houses.
4.4 Chapter Summary
An empirical assessment of 6LoPLC for HEMS has been presented in this
chapter. A model was developed in NS-3 and validated with measurement
results from the test bed using the evaluation kits. This chapter demonstrated
that 6LoPLC can adequately support HEMS monitoring and control applica-
tions. Based on the parameters employed in this work, in order to guarantee
99% minimum system reliability, it was shown that the application data must
not exceed 64 bytes. These results could provide some useful insights for sys-
tem designers and application developers. The results also revealed that in a
HEMS containing 50 appliances, latencies of 238.117 ms and 248.959 ms are
achievable for monitoring and control applications, respectively, provided the
data size is 64 bytes or less. Finally, it was shown that, with the CoAP payload
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of 128 bytes, impulsive noise can further degrade the latency by an additional
32.759 ms.
It was generally observed that larger application data sizes are more af-
fected by impulsive noise and 6LoPLC fragmentation/reassembly processes.
Beyond HEMS, the model presented in this chapter is also feasible for low-rate
smart grid applications and other cyber-physical systems where high reliabil-
ity and low cost are of higher priority than high throughput. The significance
of the results in this chapter is that although the evaluation was carried out
with three units of hardware, knowledge of larger and diverse networks ob-




I t was shown in chapter 4 that energy efficiency in PLC systems can beimproved at the adaptation layer by applying some of the low-power fea-
tures of constrained wireless networks. The aim of this chapter is to extend
the investigation of energy-efficient transmission to physical layer.1 Current
PLC standards for smart grid applications such as [134] PRIME, G3-PLC,
IEEE 1901.2 and Homeplug Green PHY are based on OFDM due to its abil-
ity to combat inter-symbol interference (ISI) [135–137]. This unique property
makes OFDM a technique of choice in frequency-selective channels includ-
ing power line. Other features of OFDM include high spectral efficiency and
ease of implementation with IFFT and FFT [138]. However, the main draw-
back of OFDM is its high PAPR [139,140] which reduces the energy efficiency
of PLC transmitters. High PAPR is a result of high fluctuation in OFDM
symbol peaks and requires highly-linear PA (HPA). From design point of
view, the HPAs must have large linear range that can cope with the irreg-
ular high OFDM symbol peaks. However, such PAs are impractical because
they are expensive, bulky and challenging to design. Hence, non-linear PAs
are commonly found in practical systems. Furthermore, EMC regulations
limit peak value of PA in PLC transmitters, hence large PAPR causes signal
distortion which results in increased complexity [141,142]. To reduce PAPR in
OFDM systems, different techniques have been proposed such as amplitude
1These results in this chapter are included in the paper recently published with IEEE
Access
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clipping, tone reservation, partial transmit sequence [143] and selective map-
ping [144], [140]. However, such techniques may cause signal distortion and
require side information which can be computationally complex and energy
inefficient [145]. To overcome this, the PLC system in discussed in this work
employs V-OFDM.
It will be seen at the end of this chapter that due to its low PAPR prop-
erties, V-OFDM is less sensitive to impulsive noise and by exploiting this
property, power requirements of the PA can be reduced relative to conven-
tional OFDM. The energy efficiency of the PLC system is further improved by
exploiting the higher SNR of DPTE technique at the receiver.
This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 examines the effects of
communication network on smart grid applications. In section 5.2, V-OFDM
is presented as an energy-efficient alternative to OFDM in power line channel
while section 5.3 describes the V-OFDM model employed in this work. Sec-
tion 5.4 discusses the PAPR and transmit power in V-OFDM while section 5.5
examines output SNR of V-OFDM at the receiver of PLC system using the
conventional blanking technique. In section 5.6, DPTE is investigated as an
efficient noise cancellation method and the SNR gain of DPTE over conven-
tional blanking is presented in section 5.7.
5.1 Effects of Communication Network on Smart
Grid Applications
Before we delve into the details of V-OFDM and DPTE, it is helpful to
first understand how the variability of communication network affects smart
grid applications. The aim of this section is therefore, to illustrate some of
those effects. The underlying communication system must seamlessly sup-
port automation, sensing and control through a bi-directional exchange of
information- this is the promise of smart grid. As discussed in chapter 2, chan-
nel impairments such as frequency selectivity, varying impedance, limited sig-
nal power, multi-path propagation, attenuation and non-Gaussian noise [70]
generally degrade PLC system performance in terms of achievable data rate,
latency and SNR at the receiver. The PRIME standard defines the PHY and
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Figure 5.1: Variation of communication delay with throughput and data size
using uncoded OFDM with DBPSK
MAC layers specifications for NPLC. The PHY features include OFDM (com-
bined with long cyclic prefix of 192µs) to provide delay spread used to com-
bat frequency selectivity while the MAC includes automatic repeat request
(ARQ), TDMA over carrier CSMA/CA for contention-free transmission, using
DPSK modulation schemes. PRIME supports DBPSK, DQPSK and D8PSK.
Existing literature in this area mostly describes system performance at the
PHY in terms of BER results of the underlying power line channel [146]. In or-
der to maximise the potentials of PLC, it is necessary to assess the smart grid
as an integrated system by also considering the performance at upper layers
as well. The PLC network discussed in this section is based on PRIME v1.4
standard and includes not only realities such as effects of impulsive noise but
also accounts for key network performance metrics such as end-to-end latency
and throughput in smart grid networks. It should be noted that the use of
PLC in smart grid is not restricted to NPLC, in practice there are smart meters
embedded with BPLC chips and other BPLC-enabled smart grid applications.
Figure 5.1 illustrates variation of network performance with application
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data sizes between a smart meter and a concentrator in the LV domain. The
figure shows that there exists an optimal data size at which the PLC network
maximises delivery of packets from smart meters to the concentrator.
However, the first notch observed in the figure can be attributed to tran-
sient network impairment due to impulsive noise. This is a classic example
of the effect of impulsive noise on data signal which can be explained as fol-
lows. The interference arising from the impulsive noise events creates domino
effects in which SINR reduces, followed by PHY data rate reduction. The re-
duced PHY data rate forces packets to remain in transit for longer period
during which they could be corrupted, damaged or lost. In fact, this effect is
worse in sensitive applications such as smart metering that depend on reliable
transport protocols such as TCP. For such applications, packet retransmission
implies that, successful packets will remain in the buffer until all packets be-
longing to the same fragment or flow are received before they are passed to
the application layer. This improves reliability, but it does so at the expense
of increased latency, higher computational overhead and lower goodput (use-
ful throughput at application layer). From the result in Figure 5.1, although
the network recovered after the impulsive noise activity, such sporadic events
can severely degrade smart grid application performance. Therefore, to pro-
vide acceptable QoS to smart grid applications, effective techniques must be
developed to mitigate the harmful effects of impulsive noise on data signals.
In order to address the issue, this chapter exploits the low PAPR property of
V-OFDM in the detection and cancellation of noise at the receiver.
5.2 V-OFDM in PLC Systems
V-OFDM was first introduced by Xia in [147] to reduce the cyclic prefix length
in OFDM systems. Thereafter, various aspects of it have been studied in
wireless systems [148], [148–152]. Among other outcomes, these studies found
and agreed that in frequency-selective channels, V-OFDM generally improves
system performance [148] relative to OFDM and that the gain increases with
number of vector blocks (VBs). Specifically, studies such as [142, 153–156]
show that V-OFDM exhibits lower PAPR than conventional OFDM systems.
However, till date, only [145] and [157] have so far investigated V-OFDM in
power lines.
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Furthermore, impulsive noise has been identified as a major performance
inhibitor in PLC [80], [85]. To mitigate the harmful effects of impulsive noise,
a number of techniques have been proposed. The simplest and most common
approach is to precede the OFDM demodulator with a memory-less, non-
linear preprocessors such as a blanker or clipper [158,159]. In line with that,
the investigation of V-OFDM in PLC systems reported in [145] is based on
conventional blanking and clipping techniques.
5.3 V-OFDM Model
V-OFDM is a generalisation of conventional OFDM approach. In principle, it
combines a number of consecutive information symbols into a vector, this is
equivalent to blocking operation in conventional OFDM. The V-OFDM sys-
tem model considered in this work is illustrated in Figure 5.2 in which the
modulated symbols are processed block by block.
Figure 5.2: V-OFDM block diagram showing nonlinear preprocessors at the
receiver
This figure shows the transmitter and receiver of the V-OFDM system. At
the transmitter, the information bits are first mapped using the quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) to produce base-band QAM symbols denoted
as S. Then a sequence {sn}N−1n=0 of N modulated symbols is column-wise
blocked to L vectors each of length M, i.e. N = ML. These vectors will be
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referred to as vector blocks (VBs). Accordingly, the lth VB can be represented
as
sl = [slM , slM+1, . . . slM+M−1]
T l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 (5.1)
Now, this data vector is reshaped into a matrix S of M rows and L columns
such that N = LM and
S =

s0 sM s2M . . . s(L−1)M
s1 sM+1 s2M+1 . . . s(L−1)M+1
...
...
... . . .
...
sM−1 s2M−1 s3M−1 . . . sLM−1

(5.2)
V-OFDM then performs L size IFFT over the L VBs row-wise as illustrated in
Figure 5.2 for N = 8 (i.e M = 2 and L = 4). The V-OFDM time domain signal











, q = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 (5.3)
which can also be expressed in a vector form as
s¯q = [s¯qM , s¯qM+1, . . . , s¯qM+M−1]
T q = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1. (5.4)









= [s¯0, s¯1, . . . , s¯N−1] , (5.5)





[|s¯k|2] , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (5.6)
where max is the maximum argument, |.| is the absolute value and E[.] de-
notes the expectation operator. The V-OFDM signal is then transmitted over
the PLC channel where it is corrupted by the background and impulsive noise.
The received signal can generally be written as
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r¯k = A (f, d) s¯k + nw,k + ni,k, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (5.7)
where r¯k is the received signal, A (f, d) is the frequency- and distance-
dependent attenuation caused by the cable imperfections, f is the operating
frequency and d is the source-destination distance. In the time-domain, the
received V-OFDM symbol vector and the received VB can be respectively ex-
pressed as
r¯ = [r¯0, r¯1, . . . , r¯N−1]
T (5.8)
r¯q = [r¯qM , r¯qM+1, . . . , r¯qM+M−1]
T (5.9)
where nw and ni are the background and impulsive noise components, re-
spectively. It should be noted that s¯k, nw and ni are assumed to be mutually
independent and the noise is uncorellated with the data signal, which implies
that E [nws¯∗k] = E [nis¯∗k] = 0. This work applies the Bernoulli-Gaussian model
for generating impulsive noise as described in section 2.3.4.1 such that the











, where σ2s is the transmitted signal variance.
At the receiver, in order to suppress impulsive noise, the non-linear pro-
cessor (blanker or clipper) is situated before OFDM demodulator. For each
received symbol, the side information is QAM-demodulated, from which the
extractor retrieves the peak value corresponding to the V-OFDM symbol and
adjusts the threshold of the blanker/clipper threshold accordingly. The re-
ceived signal r¯k is then passed through the non-linear preprocessor where it
is nulled or clipped when it exceeds a certain threshold defined according to




r¯k, |r¯k| ≤ Tb0, |r¯k| > Tb k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (5.10)
• Clipping
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yk =
r¯k, |r¯k| ≤ TcTc exp (j arg (r¯k)) , |r¯k| > Tc (5.11)
where yk is the output of the nonlinear pre-processor and Tb and Tc are the
blanking and clipping thresholds respectively. It is worth noting that careful
selection of the threshold value is important to maximize the system per-
formance. Hence, non-linearity (5.10) and (5.11) reduce the effect of large
received signal values which are considered to result from impulsive noise.
Next, we column-wise block {y0, y1, . . . , yN−1} to an M × L matrix as follows
Y =

y0 yM y2M . . . y(L−1)M
y1 yM+1 y2M+1 . . . y(L−1)M+1
...
...
... . . .
...
yM−1 y2M−1 y3M−1 . . . yLM−1

(5.12)
and then perform the fast Fourier transform (FFT) over every row to pro-
duce the frequency domain signal. The matrix is then reshaped to produce a
1 × N -size vector before performing the base-band QAM demodulation and
decision.
5.4 PAPR and Transmit Power in V-OFDM
The total power consumed, P T , by a PLC transceiver is a combination of
static and dynamic power. This can be expressed as [19]
P T = P0 + P (l) (5.13)
where l is the transmitted traffic load in bits/s or packets/s. P 0 is the power
consumed (in Watts) in idle state and is fixed for a given device while P (l)
is an increasing function of load (dynamic power). The inevitable choice of
OFDM in current PLC systems is at the expense of high PAPR. In this case,
PAPR is the ratio of the maximum instantaneous power of the signal to its
average power. High PAPR requires highly-linear PA (HPA) at the transmitter.
In the absence of HPA, high PAPR can cause the PA to be overloaded after
which it transits to nonlinear operation (distortion). This phenomenon results
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in low power efficiency and unwanted electromagnetic emissions. Hence,
timely techniques are needed to reduce PAPR in PLC systems.
In order to discuss the PAPR property of V-OFDM, it is necessary to first
establish the relationship between PAPR values and the number of VBs in










Now let us consider the class-A PAs which are the most linear. They consume
a constant amount of power, PDC regardless of the input power [160]. The
PA’s energy efficiency is defined as the portion of PDC delivered to the load.








where Pout,ave is the average output power of the PA. For an OFDM system,
the design could warrant that no more than a certain number of the symbols
exceed the average power in order to avoid saturation. We define α as the
probability that PAPR of the V-OFDM symbol block exceeds a certain value
PAPR0. Figure 5.3 depicts the relationship between PAPR and number of
VBs (M ) for different values of α, where M = 1 is equivalent to conventional
OFDM.
Figure 5.3 clearly reveals that for all values of α, PAPR of the V-OFDM
symbol reduces as the number of VBs increases. It follows that regardless of
the α applied, provided M > 1, the PAPR of V-OFDM is always lower than
that of OFDM. This lower PAPR property arises from the fact that V-OFDM
uses a relatively smaller IFFT size to generate its signals compared with con-
ventional OFDM. Figure 5.3 further shows that the PAPR reduction is more
significant in low values of α. For example, the PAPR reduction achieved
when α = 0.001 at M = 64 is about 4.9 dB compared with the conventional
OFDM system whereas when α = 0.5 at the same value of M , only about
1.7 dB reduction is achieved. According to (5.15) these PAPR reductions will
improve energy efficiency of the PA. Finally, it can be seen that for large M
(M −→ 64), the PAPR converges to 6dB, for all the α considered. In other
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Number of VB (M)





















Figure 5.3: PAPR performance of V-OFDM system as a function of the number
of VBs for different values of α, (M = 1 is equivalent to conventional OFDM),
n = 105 , N = 256, 16QAM
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words, at large value of M , PAPR performance is equal for all values of α.
Later in this Chapter, this low PAPR property of V-OFDM is combined with
advanced signal processing at the receiver to further improve energy effi-
ciency of PLC transceivers.
5.5 Output SNR of V-OFDM With Conventional
Blanking and Clipping
This section presents the transmit power savings achievable when V-OFDM
is implemented with conventional noise cancellation techniques in PLC
transceivers. This is done by computing the SNR at the output of the pre-
processor using various thresholds values of T b and T c. In that regard, we
investigate SNR performance of different VBs in V-OFDM and compare the
results with OFDM. To do this, let us consider the SNR at the output of the













where K0 is a real constant chosen such that K0 = (1/2)E
[|yks¯∗k|2] . Equa-
tion (5.16) has been extensively used in the literature however, since E
[|yk|2]
represents the total signal power (data signal plus noise) at the output of the
nonlinear preprocessor, it can be rewritten as
SNR1 =
2K20
Eout − 2K2 , (5.17)
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where K0 is a scaling factor and Eout is the total signal power at the output of
the nonlinear preprocessor [87,158].





























Figure 5.4: Output SNR performance of the V-OFDM system versus the
threshold with blanking and clipping using input SNR = 25 dB, SINR =
−10 dB and p = 0.01, 16QAM
Figure 5.4 illustrates the achievable SNR at the output of the conventional
blanker and clipper. It is observed that simulation results closely match the
analytical ones obtained from (5.17) which validates the model used in this
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work. Within the intermediate region, this figure shows that V-OFDM (M =
64) achieves a maximum of about 1.9 dB SNR improvement over conventional
OFDM with blanking and about 0.5 dB in the case of clipping. The figure also
reveals that for all M > 1, V-OFDM always outperforms OFDM. However,
in both blanking and clipping, when the threshold value (T b or T c) is too
low, the SNR degrades rapidly as part of data signal power is lost during
noise cancellation. Conversely, when the threshold value is too high, some
of the impulsive noise samples push through the system undetected, thereby
degrading the SNR at the receiver. It is further observed at these extreme
thresholds that OFDM achieves the same performance as V-OFDM. However,
between these extremes, there exists a value of T b and T c which maximise the
output SNR.
5.6 Energy Efficiency in V-OFDM with DPTE
As mentioned in previous section, there are various techniques for suppress-
ing noise. Common methods include, the conventional blanking, clipping and
hybrid. This section presents the DPTE as a more efficient noise cancellation
technique.
5.6.1 Dynamic Peak-Based Threshold Estimation Technique
From this point onward, subsequent discussions and SNR comparison are
relative to conventional blanking. In conventional blanking, received signals
are nulled when their power exceed the blanking threshold Tb. The challenge
with this approach is that detailed noise characteristics such as SINR and
probability of occurrence p must be known apriori at the receiver in order to
accurately determine the optimal value of Tb [84]. In determining the values
of the SINR and p, transient variations in the noise pattern may be undetected.
Therefore, the conventional blanking method is prone to errors arising from
sub-optimal threshold values and short term variations in noise characteristics
both of which degrade performance. To address this issue in V-OFDM, this
work employs DPTE technique. DPTE relies on the premise that if V-OFDM
symbol peaks are measured at the transmitter and correctly received by the
blanker, output SNR can be significantly improved without regard to the short
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Figure 5.5: V-OFDM with DPTE system showing the peak extrator at the
receiver
term variation in noise [85]. The the idea of combining V-OFDM with DPTE in
this Chapter is that together, they can significantly improve energy efficiency
of the PLC systems. The V-OFDM block diagram with DPTE is presented in
Figure 5.5.
In this section, using n samples and N modulated symbols which can
be reshaped into N = M × L, information bits are generated, mapped and










is transmitted through the PLC channel where it is contam-
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such that k = 0, 1, 2, ...., n.
In practical systems, Peak(k) can be sent as control message to the receiver
through dedicated channel or contention-free timeslots such as TDMA slots
defined in IEEE 1901.2, PRIME and other NPLC standards for smart grid. At
the receiver, the peak extractor retrieves the Peak(k) value associated with the
kth symbol and dynamically adjusts the blanking threshold accordingly. The
kth symbol is then blanked according to the value of Peak(k).
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5.6.2 Signal Peak Estimation
Here we investigate the effects of number of VBs on V-OFDM symbol peaks.
However, it is practically challenging in multicarrier systems to accurately
determine the peak of every V-OFDM symbol. This is because the symbol
peak values are random, by calculating the average rate at which they exceed a
threshold value, the complimentary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
can be computed for different peak values. Therefore, this work adopts the
CCDF expression (5.22), which is widely used in the literature. Here, the
CCDF is defined as the probability that the peak of V-OFDM symbols exceeds
a certain value Peak0 and can be expressed as
CCDF = 1− Pr {Peak ≤ Peako} = Pr {Peak > Peako} . (5.22)
Although (5.22) is not precise for every symbol, it was shown in [85]
that such approximation adequately represents average system performance.
Based on (5.22), extensive simulations were conducted to determine the CCDF
at different peak values for various numbers of VBs. Figure 5.6 depicts the
variation of V-OFDM symbol peaks with number of VBs, where M = 1 is
equivalent to conventional OFDM.
Two cases: N = 512 and N = 1024 with various VBs are considered. Figure 5.6
shows clearly that provided there are more than one VB, (M > 1), V-OFDM
achieves lower peak values than the typical OFDM and that the symbol peaks
reduce as the number of VBs increases. It is seen that for a given peak value
Peak0, CCDF decreases as the number of VBs in the V-OFDM system in-
creases. This brings new flexibilities into design of PLC systems. Further-
more, unlike the COB, shifting peak estimation to the transmitter-side relieves
the receiver of some computational overhead which can further reduce the ef-
fect of transmitter-receiver unbalanced complexity in systems design. Also,
for each number of VBs, the performance gap closes as the subcarriers in-
crease from 512 to 1024. The figure generally indicates that for a fixed N ,
as the number of VB increases, V-OFDM symbol peaks becomes less likely
to be higher than Peak0. For example, in Figure 5.6b, it is observed that in
V-OFDM, the symbol peak values are more likely to be higher than 9 dB as
the number of VBs decreases from 128. It can generally also be inferred that
although symbol peak value of V-OFDM decreases with number of VBs but


















































(b) CCDF of symbol peak values when N = 1024
Figure 5.6: CCDF as a function of V-OFDM symbol peak values for various N
and VB (M = {16, 32, 64, 128}) using 105 symbols. Analytical and simulated
CCDF of the conventional OFDM are also included.

























Figure 5.7: SNR performance of DPTE and COB in V-OFDM system with
input SNR = 25dB, p = 0.001, n = 5x104and N = 256
that comes at the expense of computational complexity.
Finally, it is observed in Figure 5.6a for example, that by applying V-OFDM
(M = 128) to QAM modulated signal with N = 512, symbol peak power
reduces by about 5.8 dB relative to conventional OFDM. The practical impli-
cation is that, for example in PLC-based smart grid, if 20 dBm is required to
transmit QAM symbols with OFDM, the transmitter’s PA needs a maximum
of 31.8 dBm to ensure linear operation whereas with V-OFDM, maximum of
26.1 dBm is needed. When aggregated over several thousands or millions of
PLC nodes, this could yield significant power savings.
5.6.3 Output SNR of V-OFDM with DPTE
Here we first compare the SNR performance of DPTE and conventional blank-
ing techniques.
Figure 5.7 compares output SNR performance between DPTE and conven-
tional blanking in OFDM and V-OFDM. It is clear that DPTE outperforms
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COB. This result demonstrates that if a certain QAM modulated symbol se-
quence of length N signal is blanked using DPTE techniques, even with
OFDM and 16 VBs, output SNR can be improved by 1.1 dB in each case,
relative to COB. The figure further shows that at extreme values (very low
and very high) of SINRs, output SNR is not affected by number of VBs in
V-OFDM, as it becomes identical for both systems. This is logical because at
one extreme, when SINR is very high, the system tends to behave as if impul-
sive noise does not exist, yielding maximum SNR. Given that amplitude of
affected symbols is typically higher than the average amplitude of symbols,
at the other extreme, when SINR is very low, impulsive noise samples can be
more easily detected and cancelled which also results in maximum SNR.
Figure 5.8 presents the variation of output SNR with SINR in V-OFDM
for different numbers of VBs. It is obvious from the results that for each
value of N, output SNR performance generally improves with the number of
VBs. This result underscores the earlier observation in Figure 5.7. However,
regardless the number of VBs used in V-OFDM, as N increase from 256 to
1024, the performance of V-OFDM approaches that of conventional OFDM.
For example, in Figure 5.8a at M=128, DPTE can increase output SNR by
about 0.6 dB (relative to OFDM) compared with Figure 5.8b in which the gain
reduces to about 0.25 dB at the same value of M .
5.6.4 Comparative SNR Performance for Various Impulsive
Noise Cases
In a smart grid where several thousands or millions of heterogeneous devices
with different operational characteristics are interconnected, the probability
of impulsive noise can be significantly high. Here we investigate the SNR
performance of DPTE and COB under different impulsive noise conditions.
Figure 5.9 compares the output SNR of DPTE with COB in V-OFDM sys-
tem under various channel conditions based on impulsive noise events. It
is observed that for all VBs, DPTE consistently outperforms conventional
blanking method. For example, it can also be seen that the output SNR
improves with the number of VBs such that peak SNR is achieved when
M=128, yielding a maximum SNR improvement of about 2.1 dB over con-
ventional blanking. Finally, the figure reveals that at extreme SINRs, output


















































(b) when N = 1024
Figure 5.8: Blanker output SNR as a function of SINR using DPTE with pa-
rameters N = 256, n = 104 symbols in 16QAM, p = 0.001 input SNR = 25dB.




















































(b) when p = 0.01
Figure 5.9: Comparative SNR performance of DPTE and COB in various im-
pulsive noise conditions using p = {0.001, 0.01} SNR=25, N = 256, 16QAM,
n = 104
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SNR is independent of number of VBs. The practical consequence of these
results is that unlike OFDM (M = 1), the existence of M= {16, 32, 64, 128. . . } in
V-OFDM provides significant flexibility in system design as complexity can
now be matched with performance without loosing the fundamental benefits
of OFDM as a multi-carrier system.
5.6.5 DPTE Gain Relative to Coventional Blanking
This section presents the SNR gain of DPTE technique relative to COB for dif-








The relative gain in blanker output SNR is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
It is clear from these results that, given the same channel conditions, DPTE
always achieves higher SNR at the output of the blanker relative to conven-
tional blanking. It is also observed that, the relative SNR gain increases as p
decreases. For example, it is observed in the figure that at p = 0.001 a rel-
ative gain of 2 dB is achieved, but when p increases to 0.05, the maximum
gain reduces to about 0.74 dB. In both cases of N = 256 and N = 512, it is
obvious that, for all values of p, there is a certain value of SINR at which
GRelative is highest, in this figure, that value is -10 dB. Finally, the mere fact
that GRelative > 0 in all cases clearly indicates that DPTE always performs bet-
ter than conventional blanking, even when the peak estimates are corrupted
by impulsive noise. This can be explained by the fact that DPTE dynami-
cally tunes the blanking threshold, in the event that the side information is
corrupted by impulsive noise, only a very small fraction of the peak values
are affected whereas short-term variations in impulsive noise behavior may
consistently be undetected in conventional blanking. Hence, given the same
transmit power on both systems, DPTE is more energy efficient.
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(b) N = 512, n = 5000,M = 16
Figure 5.10: Relative SNR gain of V-OFDM with DPTE over COB for different
impulsive noise probabilities for N = 256 and M = 64 at input SNR = 30 dB,
p = 0.05, n = 104, 16QAM
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5.7 Chapter Summary
This Chapter investigated the energy efficiency of V-OFDM relative to con-
vention OFDM in PLC systems. The results reveal that the proposed V-
OFDM can provide significant transmit power savings compared to the con-
ventional OFDM system under same transmit power and PLC channel condi-
tions. Therefore, V-OFDM is more suitable for the non-Gaussian PLC channel
than conventional OFDM especially if energy efficiency is considered as a per-
formance metric. The lower PAPR property of V-OFDM not only allows the
deployment of cheaper low power PAs at the transmitting PLC modems, but
also, with some basic processing at the receiving PLC modem, it can make
such systems more energy efficient.
To improve energy efficiency, this Chapter has shown that existence of VBs
in V-OFDM offers variable IFFT size which introduces new design choices to
match complexity with energy efficiency. Furthermore, to suppress noise at
the receiver, DPTE was also investigated and it consistently outperformed
conventional blanking technique in terms of output SNR. By exploiting the
low PAPR and high SNR properties of V-OFDM and DPTE respectively, this
Chapter showed that transmit power can be reduced by about 5.8 dB while
the output SNR of the blanker is increased by 2.1 dB relative to conventional
OFDM. Together, these can simplify design, reduce cost and improve energy
efficiency of future PLC transceivers beyond state-of-the-art. Although the V-
OFDM performance gains come at the expense of computational complexity,
however, ultra-fast, inexpensive chips are readily available to ease implemen-
tation. Hence, this is a reasonable sacrifice.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
W ith the successful trials and some commercial deployments of smartgrid applications in some parts of the globe, the transition to an intel-
ligent grid is already a fait accompli. The next step in this evolution is to im-
prove the smart grid operation in the most secure, sustainable and economic
manner. One of the areas that need improvements is energy consumption of
the enabling communication systems. Among the contending communication
technologies, PLC stands out not only because power lines are readily avail-
able but also they simplify the communication network management. To this
end, in Chapter 1, while the current trend in the energy sector was briefly
discussed, the motivation to investigate energy-efficient PLC for smart grid
application was also presented.
In the distribution domain, the power lines originate from the LV sub-
station and branch off into individual homes, each point of termination and
joint represents a point of impedance mismatch which adds to the inherent
challenges such as various forms of noise originating from the heterogen-
eous loads connected on the network and unpredictability of the power line
channel. These factors combine to degrade PLC systems performance. To un-
derstand these challenges, Chapter 2 is dedicated to fundamental analysis of
power lines, including channel characterisation and signal propagation chal-
lenges. It provides detailed numerical analysis of channel modelling tech-
niques widely used. Furthermore, the chapter discussed the various forms
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of noise and their characteristics as well as the widely used modelling tech-
niques. In addition, a comprehensive review of smart grid applications, their
traffic characteristics, QoS requirements in terms data rate, latency and reliab-
ility are provided. A comparative analysis of wired and wireless technologies
is also given and lastly, energy efficiency was discussed as one area of PLC
that has not received enough research attention despite its importance.
In Chapter 3, a clustered architecture was proposed for AMI to take ad-
vantage of the network topology to improve the communication network per-
formance in terms of coverage and reliability. The chapter began by invest-
igating BPLC as a backhaul solution for clustered AMI using smart metering
and DR applications. The main modification in the network topology is the
use of one of the smart meters as local aggregator (DC) which collates and
dispatches the reading from other meters in the NAN, thus the DC behaved
like a relay. The result showed that position of the DC can affect network
performance gain in terms of packet delivery probability. The maximum im-
provement was achieved when the DC was positioned at the middle of the
NAN, during which probability of successful packet delivery rose by about
3% relative to flat AMI which translates to saving of the energy that would
have been expended to retransmit lost packets. The results in this chapter
clearly showed that the proposed scheme may be a disadvantage in small
clusters. Hence, the clustered AMI approach is not recommended for small
cluster sizes except for geographically dispersed meters.
Chapter 4 of this project proposed a low-power PLC for HEMS applic-
ation. The chapter provided an empirical assessment of 6LoPLC for basic
applications such as temperature sensing and light control within the HAN.
The main idea in this chapter was adaptation of 6LoWPAN in power lines.
The study involved an NS-3 model which was validated with experimental
results. The validated model was consequently used to study diverse com-
plicated HEMS scenarios. The results demonstrated that the proposed scheme
can save up to 2.6014 dB in transmit power compared with conventional PLC
systems. Furthermore, it was shown that relative to conventional system, al-
though 6LoPLC introduced additional latency which could be up to 131.7512
for control and 108.8314ms for monitoring applications in worst case, these
values are within acceptable limits and do not adversely affect application
performance. It was also revealed that in order to guarantee a minimum of
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99% system reliability, the application must be 64 bytes or less. Lastly, this
chapter showed that the presence impulsive noise in the power line channel
can cause additional delay of about 32.759 ms in some some cases.
Chapter 5 proposed V-OFDM combined with DPTE to improve energy
efficiency of PLC transceivers. This approach exploited the low PAPR prop-
erty of V-OFDM to enhance impulsive noise detection and cancellation at the
receiver which results in higher SNR at the output of the blanking device. Un-
like the conventional blanking system, the proposed approach does not rely
on measurement of noise at the receiver, hence it is insensitive to short-term
changes in noise characteristics. Results show that due to its low PAPR prop-
erties, VOFDM is less sensitive to impulsive noise and provides a reduction
of 5.8 dB in transmit power requirement relative to conventional OFDM. Fur-
thermore, unlike the existing impulsive noise cancellation methods, the DPTE
technique also improves the SNR at the receiver by about 2.1 dB which fur-
ther reduces the power requirement of the PLC transceiver. The conclusions
of this thesis can be summarised as follows.
• Energy efficiency of PLC systems can be approached in a variety of
ways, including network configuration, hardware design and signal pro-
cessing.
• Smart grid can take advantage of existing LV distribution network to
improve packet delivery over the PLC network for AMI applications
such smart metering and demand response.
• Low data rate transmission techniques such as DBPSK and 6LoPLC can
result in energy savings for monitoring and control applications such as
energy management in homes.
• In PLC networks, impulsive noise is a major performance inhibitor of
applications, hence smart techniques are needed to mitigate it.
• From design perspective, significant energy savings can be achieved by
exploiting the low PAPR of V-OFDM system for symbol processing at
the transmitter and impulsive noise cancellation (DPTE) at the receiver.
• The better performance of V-OFDM system comes at the expense of
additional computational complexity however, system implementation
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can take advantage of the inexpensive, ultra-fast chips that are readily
available.
6.2 Future Work
This thesis consists of three pieces of work conducted at physical, adapta-
tion and network layers. At the PHY layer, V-OFDM has been proposed to
reduce transmit power requirement of PLC transceivers. In order to take for-
ward the work reported in this thesis, some areas are suggested for further
study. Given the use of VBs in V-OFDM, one of the future research areas in-
clude implementation of V-OFDM in field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
to evaluate the trade-off between design complexity and energy efficiency. Al-
though V-OFDM introduces new flexibilities in system design by exploiting
the inherent VBs, it is necessary to compare the computational complexity
between conventional OFDM and V-OFDM systems. In particular, this aspect
will evaluate additional computational resources required by V-OFDM relat-
ive to OFDM and conduct a cost-benefit analysis in order to justify use-cases
for the different number of VBs.
At the adaptation layer, since NPLC inherently provides longer transmis-
sion range than the BPLC demonstrated in this thesis, it will also be inter-
esting in the future to recalibrate the model developed in this thesis and
use it to investigate low-rate, low-power NPLC in multi-tenant buildings
such as large commercial buildings, office complexes, university campuses
or small/mid-size industrial facilities. By applying 6LoPLC over NPLC for
monitoring/control applications, the study can provide new insight into cost-
effective building managements techniques with extended scope covering the
monitoring and control of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC)
systems.
The work in Chapter 3 of this thesis was based on fixed impedance. How-
ever, as the NAN is inhabited by consumers with different dispositions in the
manner they connect to the grid, it is also recommended that AMI cluster-
ing be further investigated taking into account variable line impedance and
different channel conditions in terms of impulsive noise events. Lastly, this
thesis investigated the energy-saving potentials of V-OFDM generally and it
was shown that V-OFDM is less sensitive to impulsive noise than conventional
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OFDM. In the future, it is desirable to investigate how the various smart grid
applications can benefit from the noise-immunity in terms of improved good-
put and network reliability.
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Production Notes
This thesis was typeset using LyX version 2.1.4 (24 July 2015). Lyx is an open
source document processor supported on Unix and Windows platforms, the
Windows version was employed in this thesis. Within the Lyx environment,
Bibtex was used for organising the biliography. The block diagrams including
the system models were drawn using Microsoft Excel 2013. Furthermore,
all physical layer simulations were carried out in MATLAB (R2014a) while
upper layers such as adaption, network, transport and application layers were
investigated in NS-3 (version 21). Finally, the afore-mentioned tools/software
were installed and used on a Dell latitude E4310 with core i5 CPU and 4G
memory running 64-bit Windows 7 Ultimate (SP 1).
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